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AGENDA

Part 1
Items during the consideration of which the meeting is expected to be
open to members of the public (including the press) subject to any
statutory right of exclusion.

1.

Code of Conduct – Declaration of Interests
Members are reminded of their responsibility to declare
any personal interest or prejudicial interest which they
have in any item of business on the agenda no later
than when the item is reached.

2.

Minutes

Page 1

Minutes of the meeting of the Executive Board held on
12 March 2012.
3.

Draft Forward Plan (to be published 16 April 2012)

To follow

Report of the Leader.
4.

Establishment of Cheshire-wide Police and
Crime Panel

Page 13

Report of Councillor T O’Neill, Leader.
5.

Mersey Flood Defences Contributions
(Forward Plan No 039/11)

Page 23

Report of Councillor L Dirir, Executive Board
Member, Highways, Transportation and Climate
Change.
6.

Low Carbon Schools Programme
(Forward Plan No 052/11)

Page 31

Joint report of Councillor L Dirir, Executive Board
Member, Highways, Transportation and Climate
Change and Councillor C Froggatt, Executive Board
Member, Children and Young People’s Services.
7.

Local Development Framework - Local
Development Scheme (Forward Plan No 057/11)

Page 83

Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board
Member, Environment and Public Protection.
8.

Award of Contract for Composting of Collected
Organic Material (Forward Plan No 044/11)

Page 129

Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board
Member, Environment and Public Protection.
Part 2
Items of a “confidential or other special nature” during which it is likely
that the meeting will not be open to the public and press as there would
be a disclosure of exempt information as defined in Section 100I of the
Local Government Act 1972.
9.

Award of Contract for Composting of Collected
Organic Material (Forward Plan No 044/11)

Page 133
To follow

Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board
Member, Environment and Public Protection.
If you would like this information provided in another language or
format, including large print, Braille, audio or British Sign Language,
please call 01925 443322 or ask at the reception desk in Contact
Warrington, Horsemarket Street, Warrington

EXECUTIVE BOARD – 12 MARCH 2012
Present:
Executive Board Members

Councillors:

Leader
Deputy Leader
Corporate Assignments
Corporate Resources and Services
Highways, Transportation & Climate Change
Children and Young People’s Services
Leisure, Community & Culture
Environment & Public Protection
Health and Wellbeing & Adult Services
EB 148

T O’Neill
M Hannon
R Bowden
P Carey
L Dirir (present until 7.25pm
and part discussion of EB 162)
C Froggatt
K Hannon
D Keane
P Wright

Apologies

Nil.
EB 149

Code of Conduct – Declarations of Interest

Nil.
EB 150

Minutes

Decision – That the Minutes of the meeting of the Executive Board held on 13
February 2012 be received by the Executive Board and signed by the Leader
as a correct record.
EB 151

Draft Forward Plan

The Executive Board considered a report of the Leader, on the contents of the
Draft Forward Plan for the period 1 April – 31 July 2012.
Decision – That the Draft Forward Plan be noted.
EB 152

Budget Monitoring 2011/12 – Quarter 3 Update

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor P Carey, Executive
Board Member, Corporate Resources and Services which provided
information on the forecast financial position for 2011-12 as at the end of
December 2011 and the progress on delivering the 2011-12 MTFP savings
targets.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)

note the current 2011-12 forecast budget position of £0.054m
overspend as at end of December 2011.

Minutes Issued Thursday, 15 March 2012. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 19 March
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(2)
(3)
(4)

note the progress on delivery of 2011-12 MTFP savings
targets as at end of December 2011
note the continued commitment by Executive Directors to
ensure the delivery of a balanced budget.
note the current 2011 capital expenditure position as at the
end of December 2011.

Reason for Decision:
The Council was currently forecasting a reduced overspend, based on spend
at Quarter 3, of £0.054m. Existing corrective actions had reduced this
position significantly compared to Quarter 2, however, further action was still
being taken by Directors with the anticipation of reporting a break-even
position at the end of the year.
It was important that Members have a full understanding of the Council’s
current budget position to enable Members to play a full part in the decision
making process to ensure that the Council continues to deliver a balanced
budget.
EB 153

Performance & Strategic Risk Report – Quarter 3, 2011/12

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor H Patel, Executive
Board Member, Personnel and Communications which provided an overview
of the Council’s performance for quarter 3 (October – December) 2011/12.
The report updated Members on progress made during the last quarter
against the Corporate Plan measures and provided an overview of progress
against corporate and directorate health measures.
The report also provided a high level summary of the Council’s strategic risk
environment as at the end of quarter 3, 2011/12; it outlined activity undertaken
during the period to manage strategic risks and detailed amendments to the
register. This provided Members with the opportunity to review and comment
on the Council’s current evaluation of its strategic risks and to suggest new
risks to be considered for inclusion in the strategic register.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)
(2)

(3)

note the quarter 3 performance position up to end of
December 2011;
note that the relevant Executive Members would liaise with
their Executive Directors to discuss specific performance
items;
note the Council’s Strategic Risk Register Q3 (2011/12)
monitoring report as part of its corporate governance
monitoring role.

Reasons for Decision:
(1) To ensure that Executive Board Members were aware of the Council’s
quarter 3 performance position up to 31 December 2011.
Minutes Issued Thursday, 15 March 2012. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 19 March
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(2)

(3)

(4)

To ensure that Executive Board Members were aware of the progress
being made against priorities and planned improvements were in place
to further develop.
Detailed examination of performance at all levels within the organisation
was crucial to ensuring improvements. This also linked to the role of
elected members in scrutinising performance.
To ensure that the Council maintains an effective framework of internal
control and manages its key risks; and to ensure the continued review of
the Council’s strategic risks.

EB 154

Active Warrington Strategy (Forward Plan No. 042/11)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor K Hannon, Executive
Board Member, Leisure, Community and Culture which reported on the
consultation undertaken with partners on the draft Active Warrington Strategy
– the single strategy and action for sport and physical activity for Warrington,
2012 to 2017. The strategy contributed to outcomes and targets to address
‘Closing the Gap’ priorities for the borough including ‘Healthy and Active
People and ‘Safer and Stronger communities in Warrington.
The report also sought formal adoption of the Active Warrington Strategy
following consideration of responses to the consultation (Appendix 1 of the
report).
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to adopt the Active Warrington
Strategy.
Reasons for Decision:
(1) Bringing a broad range of partners together to deliver a single strategy
and action plan for sport and physical activity.
(2) Increasing awareness and understanding in communities of the benefits
of sport and physical activity.
(3) Building a higher profile for sport and physical activity amongst partners
organisations resulting in joint delivery of overarching outcomes and
targets.
(4) A period of consultation has taken place and the Strategy document has
been updated in light of comments received.
EB 155

Adoption of Community Asset Transfer Policy (Forward Plan
Decision No. 043/11)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor K Hannon, Executive
Board Member, Leisure, Community and Culture which reported on feedback
received as a result of consultation undertaken with key partners to develop a
common vision and deliver a Community Asset Transfer Policy and Toolkit for
the Authority.
This strategic approach with partners ensured the Council’s wider aims and
objectives supported the local identified community need. The policy aimed to
Minutes Issued Thursday, 15 March 2012. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 19 March
2012. Decision can be implemented from Tuesday 20 March 2012.
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support the achievement, overarching outcomes to address ‘Closing the Gap’
priorities for the borough.
The Policy outlined the Council’s proposed approach to Community Asset
Transfer. The term ‘Community Asset Transfer’ related primarily to long
leasehold or freehold disposal of property at less than market value to
Voluntary/Community Organisations (VCOs).
The toolkit provided the detailed documentation, guidelines and a clear single
route for VCOs to gain advice and support when undertaking Community
Asset Transfer.
The report sought approval to adopt the Community Asset Transfer Policy
(Appendix 1 of the report).
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to approve the adoption of the
Community Asset Policy.
Reasons for Decision:
(1) The development process had brought together a range of partners,
which would ensure the delivery of a sustainable Community Asset
Transfer Policy for Warrington.
(2) The development and consultation process had strengthened awareness
and understanding of the council’s commitment to Community Asset
Transfer by VCOs.
(3) Supports the development of long term partnership commitment between
the Council and Voluntary and Community Sector.
(4) Community asset transfer provides a catalyst to great community
empowerment, building capacity within individuals and communities.
(5) The implementation of the Policy supported the Authority in meeting the
requirements of the Localism Act 2011.
EB 156

Warrington Local Development Framework Core Strategy –
Progression of Document to Submission Stage (Forward Plan
Decision No. 047/11)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor D Keane, Executive
Board Member, Environment and Public Protection which sought the approval
for a series of actions necessary to progress the Council’s Local Development
Framework (LDF) Core Strategy to submission stage, in accordance with the
Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2004
(as amended). These actions entailed:
(1)

approving proposed changes to the pre-publication Draft Core
Strategy for incorporation into a Proposed Submission version
of the Core Strategy document, for the purpose of further six
week period of publication consultation in accordance with
Regulation 27 of the Town and Country Planning (Local
Development) (England) Regulations 2004 (as amended).
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(2)

Granting approval to take the Proposed Submission Core
Strategy before Full Council on 26 March 2012 in order to
secure a resolution to submit the Warrington Core Strategy
(subject to representations received in response to the
consultation) to the Secretary of State for Independent
Examination in accordance with Regulation 30 of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Development) (England)
Regulations 2004 (as amended).

Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)

(2)

(a)

approve the changes to the Pre-Publication Draft Core
Strategy, identified in Appendices B and D of the report, for
incorporation into a Proposed Submission Draft of the Core
Strategy for the purposes of a further six week (minimum)
formal period of public consultation in accordance with
Regulation 27 of the Town and Country Planning (Local
Development) (England) Regulations 2004 (as amended);

(b)

authorise the Executive Director, Environment and
Regeneration, following consultation with the Executive Board
Member, Environment and Public Protection, to make further
editorial and technical amendments, which do not materially
affect the content of the Proposed Submission Document and
its supporting documents.

refer the Proposed Submission Core Strategy to Council for
approval at its meeting on 26 March 2012 in order to secure:
(a)

a resolution to submit the Warrington Core Strategy, post the
Regulation 27 consultation (following a further report to the
Executive Board – see resolution (1) b), to the Secretary of
State for Independent Examination, in accordance with
Regulation 30 of the Town and Country Planning (Local
Development) (England) Regulations 2004 (as amended), on
the basis that the Council consider the Core Strategy to be
‘sound’.

(b)

agreement that any proposal to proceed with the submission of
the Warrington Core Strategy, post consideration of the issues
raised in response to the Regulation 27 consultation, be
submitted to a future Executive Board meeting.

Reasons for Decision:
(1) The recommendation was necessary in order to enable the advancement
of the Council’s LDF Core Strategy towards adoption in accordance with
the process governed by the Town and Country Planning (Local
Development) (England) Regulations 2004 (as amended).
Minutes Issued Thursday, 15 March 2012. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 19 March
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

As the Core Strategy is a Development Plan Document, The Council’s
adopted Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) makes clear that
publishing the document for formal public consultation, as was proposed,
required the approval of the Executive Board.
The adopted SCI also makes clear that in order to submit a Development
Plan Document to the Secretary of State for independent examination, a
full Council resolution, following consideration by the Executive Board
was required.
Delegating approval to the Executive Director, Environment and
Regeneration following consultation with the Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection, would enable further editorial and
technical amendments, if deemed necessary, to be made to the Core
Strategy without incurring any unnecessary delay. Such an approach
was considered necessary to ensure timely progression of the Core
Strategy was maintained.
It should be noted that given the forthcoming publication of the National
Planning Policy Framework, technical amendments should be interpreted
as including any changes deemed necessary to ensure conformity with
the framework in its final form. In the event the Executive Director,
Environment and Regeneration following consultation with the Executive
Board Member, Environment and Public Protection, consider that any
necessary changes materially affect the substance of the Strategy itself,
they will be referred back to the Executive Board for approval.

EB 157

World Health Organisation – Healthy Cities Application from
Warrington (Forward Plan Decision No. 050/11)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor P Wright, Executive
Board Member, Health and Wellbeing and Adult Services that sought
agreement for the Council to submit an application for World Health
Organisation Healthy City Status (WHO City). To do this the Council must
submit a supporting statement (draft attached at Appendix 1 of the report) and
commit to the principles in the WHO Healthy Cities Declaration (The Zagreb
Declaration) (Appendix 2 of the report).
Warrington’s Shadow Health and Wellbeing Board recommended that the
Council applied for membership at its meeting on 24 October 2011 and
agreed the application at its meeting on 18 January 2012.
A successful application would be an effective vehicle to implement the Joint
Health and Wellbeing Strategy (JHWS) and its was proposed that some of the
values and principles of action in the Zagreb Declaration should feature in the
JHWS.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to (1) approve that Warrington
applied to be designated as a Healthy City by formally recording its
endorsement of the Zagreb Declaration for Healthy Cities and (2) Councillor P
Wright be appointed Lead Member for the Healthy City Agenda.
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Reasons for Decision:
(1) Being part of the Healthy Cities network would enable Warrington to
learn and share with peers regarding approaches to Wellbeing. This
would enable the transferring of knowledge to allow Warrington to scale
up its work on health inequalities and the development of wellness
services.
(2) Elements of the Zagreb declaration would be integrated into the Joint
Health and wellbeing strategy for Warrington and the distinction of being
part of the Healthy Cities’ network would enable Warrington Borough
Council to be formally acknowledged as a credible leader for enhancing
and protecting the wellbeing of Warrington’s citizens.
EB 158

Community Budget: Families with Multiple Needs – Outline
Plan

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor C Froggatt, Executive
Board Member, Children and Young People’s Services that sought approval
for the publication of the ‘Community Budget: Families with Multiple Needs –
Outline Plan’.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to approve the Community
Budget Plan and agree to its publication via the WBC website, before 30
March 2012.
Reason for Decision:
To adhere to the agreement with CDLG that Warrington Borough Council
would publish a Community Budget Plan for the Families with Multiple Needs
strand of work by the end of March 2012.
EB 159

The Future of Council Garage Sites (Forward Plan Decision No.
055/11)

The Executive Board considered a report Councillor M Hannon, Deputy
Leader that sought to update on the results of the recent public consultation
process and to make recommendations for the future of each site.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)

approve the future options for each garage site as follows:
Address

Recommendation

9.1.1.
9.1.2.

Banks Crescent
Bennett Avenue

9.1.3.
9.1.4.
9.1.5.
9.1.6.

Borrowdale Avenue
Brindley Avenue
Broadhurst Avenue
Caldbeck Avenue

Sell
Retain and review existing
tenancy
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
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9.1.7.
9.1.8.
9.1.9.
9.1.10.
9.1.11.
9.1.12.
9.1.13.
9.1.14.
9.1.15.
9.1.16.

Capesthorne Road
Ellesmere Road
Hesketh St North
Hodgkinson Ave
Honister Avenue
Limetree Avenue
Pepper Street
Perrins Road
Sycamore Crescent
Windermere Avenue

Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell

(2)

approve the preferred method of selling these properties by way
of public auction.

(3)

authorise the Solicitor to the Council to complete the necessary
documentation to conclude a sale of the property.

Reasons for Decision:
(1)
To continue to make cost savings around property assets
(2)
To support funding to frontline services
(3)
To ensure the continuing income to support the capital
programme
(4)
To demonstrate good asset management practice in accordance with
Government guidance
EB 160

Equality and Diversity Policy (Forward Plan Decision No.
056/11)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor H Patel, Executive
Board Member, Personnel and Communications which sought to obtain
approval for the publication of the new Warrington Borough Council (WBC)
Equality and Diversity Policy, which replaces the current policy and equality
scheme for race, disability and gender.
This new draft policy had been out for consultation for four weeks.
Correspondence, encouraging feedback, was sent to a number of groups and
stakeholders.
Amendments to the draft policy were made in response to the consultation
and the final version was attached at Appendix A to the report.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to approve the Equality and
Diversity Policy for publication prior to 6 April 2012.
Reason for Decision:
To fulfil the duties under the Public Sector Equality Duty to publish Warrington
Borough Council’s equality objectives by 6 April 2012.
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EB 161

Armed Forces – Executive Board Task Group

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor T O’Neill, Leader which
sought to establish for the Armed Forces - Executive Board Task Group.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed (1)
(2)

(3)

to approve the establishment of the Armed Forces – Executive
Board Task Group;
that the terms of reference for the Group be agreed by a future
Executive Board meeting, following a recommendation by the
Task Group; and
that the membership of the Group be appointed on a 2:1:1
basis (Councillors Keane and Friend and that Councillors
Biggin and Campbell be invited to become members of the
Group).

Reasons for Decision:
The Task Group would assist the Executive Board in delivering its work
programme to the highest quality and enhance the potential to achieve
positive outcomes. It would create an additional and regular scrutiny and
accountability mechanism for and on behalf of the Executive Board and also a
forum for considering and driving forward improvement strategies.
EB 162

Progress Towards the Establishment of Two Not for Profit
Distributing Organisations (NPDOs) for Leisure, Lifestyles,
Wellbeing, Libraries and Cultural Services (Forward Plan
Decision No. 054/11)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor K Hannon, Executive
Board Member, Leisure, Community and Culture which provided an update on
the progress with the establishment of two not for profit distributing
organisations (NPDOs) for leisure, lifestyles, wellbeing, libraries and cultural
services. The report also set out the future actions required for the NPDOs to
formally take on the running of the identified services from May 2012.
Councillor Hannon provided an overview of the process to date and the key
contents of the report. At the meeting she also referred to a letter from the
Trade Unions of 6 March 2012 that asked as part of the ongoing negotiations
with the Board that consideration be given to:
•

Ensuring that during the TUPE consultations, the NPDOs rightly
recognise the role of trade unions in those consultation in addition to
the specific recognition rights transferred with the affected employees
under the TUPE post transfer;

•

Seek to amend paragraph 2.1.5 of the Heads of Terms to ensure there
is no ambiguity and that this was about ensuring the right level of
services are delivered for the Management Fee that was proposed;
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•

Seek to ensure the Council’s indemnification of redundancy costs is
limited to the two year period of the initial Management Fee; and

•

Confirm that the Council would fully engage the Trade Unions
throughout the remainder of the discussions regarding these transfers.

Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)

note the progress made towards the completion of the
detailed commissioning model for the future delivery of
Leisure, Lifestyles, Wellbeing, Libraries and Cultural Services
and the progress made in respect of the financial models, the
tax assessment and the accounting implications.

(2)

endorse the principles set out in the draft Heads of Terms
and draft Management Agreements as a basis for negotiation
with the NPDOs.

(3)

authorise the Executive Director Neighbourhood and
Community Services to negotiate and agree the final terms of
the management agreements between the Council and the
NPDOs following consultation with the Leader of the Council
and the Executive Board Member, Leisure, Community and
Culture.

(4)

authorise the Solicitor to the Council to execute the
Management Agreements subject to:
i) the Solicitor to the Council receiving confirmation from the
Executive Director Neighbourhood and Community
Services that negotiations with the two NPDOs have
concluded to the Council's satisfaction on the basis of the
management fees set out in paragraph 6.2 of this report
ii) the Solicitor to the Council receiving confirmation from the
Section 151 Officer that the management fee will achieve
the reduction in the cost of providing the services
identified in paragraph 18.1 of the report and that the
assumptions in relation to the financial models set out in
paragraphs 6.1 and 6.2 of the report remain valid.

(5)

authorise the Solicitor to the Council to sign such other
documentation as may be required to implement these
proposals, including, but not limited to, the leases and
property related documentation and the transfer and novation
of contracts.
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(6)

(7)

approve the management fees, as set out in paragraph 6.2 of
the report.
appoint Councillor K Hannon as a Board Member of both the
Cultural and Heritage NPDO and the Neighbourhood and
Wellbeing NPDO;
Councillor M Hannon as a Board Member of the Cultural
NPDO; and
Councillor D Price as a Board Member of the Neighbourhood
and Wellbeing NPDO.

(Councillors M and K Hannon did not vote on part 7 of the resolution)
Reason for Decision:
To enable the Council to continue progress towards the establishment of two
NPDOs.

Signed………………………….
Dated…………………………
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Agenda Item 4

WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 16 April 2012
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor Terry O’Neill, the Leader of the Council

Chief Executive :

Diana Terris, Chief Executive

Report Author:

Tim Date, Solicitor to the Council / Project Manager

Contact Details:

Email Address:
tdate1@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

N/A

Ward Members:

All wards

Telephone:
01925 442150

TITLE OF REPORT: ESTABLISHMENT OF CHESHIRE WIDE POLICE AND
CRIME PANEL
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

To seek the Executive Board’s approval for Warrington to be the lead authority
in the Cheshire Region to establish the new Police and Crime Panel.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

This report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (‘the 2011 Act’)
introduces a new regime for policing and community safety in England.

3.2

From November 2012 Police Authorities will be replaced by a Police and
Crime Commissioner (PCC).

3.3

A new Police and Crime Panel (Panel) will also be established to scrutinise
the activities of the PCC.

3.4

The introduction of the PCC and Panel will also change the relationship
with the Council and the Community Safety Partnerships and other partners
involved in crime reduction, crime detection and the criminal justice system.

3.5

What is proposed is the most radical reform in crime and community
safety for many years.
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3.6

A number of helpful Guidance Notes have been produced and are worthy of
reading. They are:
•
•
•
•

Police and Crime Commissioners – What partners need to know
Home Office Guidance – Police and Crime Panels
LGA Guidance – Police and Crime Commissioners – A Guide for
Community Safety Partnerships
Police and Crime Panels – Guidance on role and composition

Please also see Section 15 (background papers). Further Guidance is
expected from Government imminently on PCC Elections and will be
circulated when available.
4.

PREPARING FOR PCCS AND THE PANEL

4.1

Warrington sits within the Cheshire Police Force area and preparation is
underway for the transition from the Police Authority to a PCC.

4.2

To oversee the change process a Transition Board, chaired by the Police
Authority Chief Executive, Mark Sellwood, has been established. The Board
has representation from the Police Authority (the Chair, Chief Finance Officer
and Deputy Chief Executive), the Police (the Chief Constable and support
officers), Local Authorities (including Warrington). The Police Authority’s
Transition Board is now meeting on a regular basis. The Board has completed
the planning phase of the transition and the focus for the next eight months
will be the successful delivery of activity across eight work streams in time for
the Police and Crime Commissioners starting on 22 November 2012. The
Transition Board is working to develop a broad range of information to support
the PCC and Panel when it is in place.

4.3

The PCC will be an elected official with elections taking place on 15 November
2012. David Parr, Chief Executive, Halton Borough Council, has been
nominated and accepted as the Police Area Returning Officer (PARO). Sir
Howard Bernstein, Chief Executive, Manchester City Council, is the Regional
PARO for the North West.

5.

ELECTIONS

5.1

Secondary legislation in respect of the elections is still awaited and it remains
unclear whether the elections will be via postal vote or ballot box. However,
the elections will be by the supplementary vote system, which asks voters to
indicate first and second preferences. If no candidate has 50 per cent of the
first preference votes, the two candidates with the highest number of first
preference votes proceed to a second round count. In the second round of
counting, ballots indicating a first preference for a candidate that lost the first
round are reallocated according to the second preference indicated on the
ballot paper.

5.2

Candidates for Police and Crime Commissioner must provide a £5,000 deposit
when registering as a candidate, which they will get back if they receive more
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than 5% of the vote. To become a valid candidate, a person must be
nominated by 100 people registered to vote in that police force area.
6.

POLICE AND CRIME PANEL

6.1

As part of the checks and balances under this new model, a Police and Crime
Panel will be introduced to scrutinise the work of the Police and Crime
Commissioner. The functions of the Panel will include:
•
•
•
•

Contributing to the PCC’s police and crime plan
Scrutinising the PCC and receiving evidence from the Chief Constable at
‘set piece’ events at certain points in the year
Reviewing the PCC’s proposed precept
Reviewing the PCC’s proposed appointments of Chief Constable, Chief
Executive and other senior positions.

6.2

The Home Secretary, wrote to all local authority Leaders on 23 January 2012
regarding arrangements for the Panel. The letter requested local authorities to
give consideration to appointing a host authority and to make arrangements
for the establishment of the Panel by July 2012. The letter made it clear that
Panels will not need to exercise their functions until Police and Crime
Commissioners come into post in November 2012.

6.3

In Cheshire, the Sub-Regional Leadership Board has agreed that Warrington
Borough Council will be the host authority.

6.4

The Government has robustly stated that the policy intention is that the Panel
will not simply replace the police authority, it will be solely responsible for
holding the Commissioner to account, not the Chief Constable. Nor is it the
Government’s intention that the Panel should be viewed as a ‘super
partnership board’. The Minister of State for Policing has stated that:
“Police and crime panels have an important scrutiny role in providing a check
and balance that is carefully defined in the legislation…Their role should not
be expanded…The limited funding that has been provided to panels will
enable them to do their scrutiny job.”

6.6

Once the Panel has been established, it is suggested that a general
awareness raising event is held for Councillors across the Sub Region to
inform them about the new police accountability model and the roles of the
PCC and the Panel.

6.6

The Panel will be composed of ten members appointed by the Cheshire
Councils. Based on population sizes the proposed allocation of places is as
follows:
•
•
•
•

Cheshire East- 4 places
Cheshire West and Chester -3 places
Halton -1 place
Warrington-2 places
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6.7

In making appointments to the Panel, the Act requires Councils to meet what
is described as the ‘balanced appointment objective’. This is a requirement
that those appointed represent all parts of the police area, represent the
political make up of the appointing authority and the other authorities taken
together. Additionally, those appointed should have the skills, knowledge and
experience necessary for the Panel to discharge its functions effectively.

7..

PARTNERSHIPS AND COMMISSIONING

7.1

Unlike the Police Authority, Police and Crime Commissioners will not be
‘responsible authorities’ on Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs). However,
the provisions of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011
provide:
•
•
•

A mutual duty on Police and Crime Commissioners and CSPs to
co-operate;
A duty to have regard to each other’s priorities;
The Police and Crime Commissioner with the power to:- make grants to a CSP;
- call CSPs together to discuss force wide issues;
- request a report from a CSP;
- approve the merger of CSPs (if all the responsible authorities
agree to a merger).

7.2

It is the Government’s intention that, as part of the PCC’s role, they will be
responsible for commissioning community safety services within their police
area.

7.3

The Home Office is considering streamlining community safety grants into a
single, non-ring fenced grant channelled through PCCs to facilitate their wider
partnership and community safety role. The table below sets out the
community funding streams that have been identified by the Home Office as
potentially going to PCCs from 2013-14. These are not exhaustive, and are
subject to agreement. The Early Interventions Grant and the Youth Offending
Team Grant are not currently committed beyond 2012-13. It is possible some
grants that would naturally go to PCCs may be discontinued before 2013-14.

Grant
(national figures)
Drugs Intervention
Programme
(Main Grant)

Currently
paid to
Drug Action
Teams

Remarks
Drug Action Teams were
established as a
result of the 1995 National
Drug Strategy.
They are not required by
statute but have
assumed an effective
coordinating role
and comprise
representation from
Primary
16
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Care Trusts, Police, Local
Authority and
Probation. These
organisations share the
benefits, liabilities and
opportunity costs of
this funding.
Drug Testing Grant

Police Forces

This grant is only available
to the so called
“Intensive Areas” which do
not include
Cheshire, Halton &
Warrington

Community Safety
Partnership
Funding

Local Authorities

Community Safety
Partnerships were
established by the 1998
Crime and
Disorder Act. There is a
statutory
requirement for Police and
Local Authority
together with Police and
Health Authorities
and Probation Trusts to
work together,
and creates a duty for
Primary Care
Trusts to cooperate and
for the Fire and
Rescue Service to be
invited to cooperate.
These organisations share
the benefits,
liabilities and opportunity
costs of this
funding.

Positive Futures

Voluntary &
Community
Sector and
Local Authorities

This funding is available
from the Home
Office to support
diversionary projects and
is granted on a project by
project basis.
Benefits, liabilities and
opportunity costs
are limited within the terms
of each
project.
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Early Interventions Grant

Local Authorities

This grant began in April
2011 and pooled
a number of smaller grants
(Think Family,
Children’s Fund) that
support services
delivered in the main by
Local Authorities,
who bear the benefits,
liabilities and
opportunity costs of this
funding.

Youth Offending Team
Drug
workers

Youth Offending
Teams

Youth Offending Teams
were established
by the 1998 Crime and
Disorder Act.
There is a statutory
requirement for
Police, Probation and
Local Authority to
form such a team. These
organisations
share the benefits,
liabilities and
opportunity costs of this
funding.

Youth Offending Team
Grant

Youth Offending
Teams

Youth Offending Teams
were established
by the 1998 Crime and
Disorder Act.
There is a statutory
requirement for
Police, Probation and
Local Authority to
form such a team. These
organisations
share the benefits,
liabilities and
opportunity costs of this
funding.

7.4

It is likely that there will be some risks inherent in the transition from current
arrangements to the new PCC commissioning model. For instance:
•

Some of the delivery arrangements funded by these grants may be due for
re-tendering in the near future. There is a risk that new tenders may be
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•

7.5

awarded for such a length of time that they may cut across the policy
intent behind the alignment of these funding streams with PCCs.
These grants may currently be used to fund posts and any potential
staffing implications need to be fully understood.

The Local Government Association has recently published guidance for CSPs
on Police and Crime Commissioners and this suggests a number of
preparatory steps which CSPs may wish to take including:
•
•
•

planning a programme of evaluation for existing work, briefing senior
managers and council leaders,
providing a briefing pack for the PCC,
discussing the possibility of a single strategic assessment and joint
commissioning framework with other CSPs in the force area.

7.6

To ensure that the Cheshire Police Authority area is well positioned to respond
to these changes Halton Borough Council has agreed to lead an audit of
current spend across Cheshire associated with these grants and identify any
risks. A Task and Finish group has been established to consider the
development of a short business case highlighting the success of the current
arrangements that could be delivered to support the Commissioner’s
manifesto commitments.

8.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE PCC AND PANEL IN WARRINGTON

8.1

The Warrington CSP has started to prepare for the introduction of the PCC
and the Panel.

8.2

The Warrington Community Safety Team (CST) is collaborating with the CSTs
across Cheshire to support PCC transition and help develop the joint sub
regional Crime and Disorder Strategic Assessment, a common framework for
sharing intelligence and recognising and adopting best practice.

8.3

The Warrington CSP is also working with sub regional partners to develop a
“Welcome Pack” for the PCC. This will provide useful background for the PCC
and will identify:
•
•
•
•

8.4

The current operating arrangement in Warrington.
The community safety architecture in Warrington
The key players and partners involved directly and indirectly in crime and
community safety in Warrington
The current crime and community safety priorities for Warrington based on
the Annual Crime and Disorder Strategic Assessment and JSNA research
and data.

It is hoped this document will provide the new PCC with a quick and
comprehensive guide to Warrington. This will enable the PCC to quickly
understand the framework which has been established in Warrington in
response to the significant reductions in funding and the drive to a more
intelligence led process. In so doing this should encourage the PCC to invest
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in Warrington, thereby maintaining and building on the progress made by the
CSP to identify and enable partnership opportunities to prevent crime and Anti
Social Behaviour in Warrington.
8.5

The Community Safety Team (CST) is also identifying separate and distinct
Partnership Priorities and Plans for each of Warrington’s Neighbourhood
areas. Once again this is designed to provide the PCC with clear evidence of
the community safety benefits of investing in Warrington.

9.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

9.1

The Home Secretary has indicated that the Coalition Government will now
provide additional funding and the host authority will be given:
£53,300 for support and running costs
£920 per panel member (for expenses incurred)

10.

RISK ASSESSMENT

10.1 A full project risk assessment is in place for the Transition Board. Warrington
Borough Council will produce a specific risk assessment for the detailed
planning related to the establishment of the Panel.
10.2 At this early stage all relevant risks are managed.
11.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

11.1

A full equality impact assessment will be produced to underpin the
development of the Police and Crime Panel.

11.2

At this early stage there are no specific equalities issues arising.

12.

CONSULTATION

12.1 Discussions have taken place with Council Leaders, Chief Executives,
Community Safety Partnership Chairs and Lead Members for Community
Safety.
13.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

13.1

Warrington Borough Council has been nominated by the Cheshire SubRegional Leadership Board as the host authority for the Police and Crime
Panel. Executive Board approval is sought to confirm this arrangement.

14.

RECOMMENDATION

14.1 The Executive Board is recommended to:
(i)

note the report and approve Warrington as the lead authority for the
introduction of a Cheshire wide Police and Crime Panel.
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15.

(ii)

authorise the Chief Executive to undertake further work to secure the
introduction of the Police and Crime Panel.

(iii)

note the requirement to make appointments to a ‘shadow’ Police and
Crime Panel and to make those appointments following the May 2012
municipal elections.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Police and Crime Commissioners – What partners need to know
Home Office Guidance – Police and Crime Panels
LGA Guidance – Police and Crime Commissioners – A Guide for Community
Safety Partnerships
Police and Crime Panels – Guidance on role and composition

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
Bryan Magan
16.

E-mail
bmagan@warrington.gov.uk

Telephone
01925 442120

Clearance Details:
Name

Relevant Executive Board Member
Chief Executive
SMB
Relevant Executive Director
Solicitor to the Council and
Relevant Assistant Director
S151 Officer

Cllr T O’Neill
Diana Terris
K Fairclough
T Date
L Green
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Yes
No







Date
Approved
02/04/12
03/04/12
03/04/12
02/04/12
02/04/12
03/04/12
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 16 April 2012
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor Linda Dirir, Executive Board Member, Highways,
Transportation and Climate Change

Executive Director:

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Environment and
Regeneration Directorate

Report Author:

Sharon Walls, Public Realm Service Manager

Contact Details:

Email Address:
swalls@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

039/11

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442427

TITLE OF REPORT: MERSEY FLOOD DEFENCES CONTRIBUTIONS

1.

PURPOSE

1.1

The purpose of the report is to seek approval to support and contribute to the
Mersey Flood Defence Scheme promoted by the Environment Agency (EA).

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

This report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

It is identified in the Mersey Estuary Catchment Flood Management Plan
(CFMP) and the Environment Agency Warrington Flood Risk Management
Strategy there is a long history of fluvial and tidal flooding in central Warrington
dating back to 1767.

3.2

Fluvial flooding is associated within the Mersey tributaries and main
watercourses, such as Dallam, Sankey, and Whittle Brooks including the River
Mersey. High water levels in the River Mersey are common due to tidal and
fluvial events and the risks of flooding from the Mersey is considered significant.

3.3

The River Mersey when high can flood Knutsford Road and the surrounding
areas and the EA have identified that there is an increasing risk of flooding from
high tides in the future. More than 2,000 homes and businesses are potentially
at risk of flooding in various locations in the Latchford, Howley, Kingsway,
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Padgate, Westy, Woolston and Cinnamon Brow areas. Tributary watercourses
that are influenced by the river and also present a risk are in locations in the
Poplar and Hulme and Poulton North areas with works also proposed to the
Brooks in these areas as part of the overall solution.
3.4

The Environment Agency (EA) has therefore put forward proposals and
submitted a planning application for major flood defences to be built along flood
risk areas adjacent to the River Mersey through Warrington due to the predicted
significant risk of flooding from the Mersey. EA have secured funds via Grant in
Aid (GiA) bids to Defra taking account of potential contributions from third
parties.

3.5

The Environment Agency has been working up detailed proposals for the
Mersey Flood Defence works for some time with consultation exercises
throughout 2010/11. The EA propose to commence work in autumn 2012 with a
three year phased construction period planned along the route of the Mersey
subject to planning approvals.

3.6

The Mersey Flood Defence project is estimated to be costing of the order of
£26million with £18.8million from Defra Grant In aid funding and £6.6million
from external partner contributions.

4.

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY PARTNERSHIP AND MUTUAL SUPPORT

4.1

Central government funding formulas introduced in 2010/11 for flood defence
projects requires that the overall package of funding is supported in part by
community or external funding. Large scale projects are not now being
supported with 100% central government funding. Typically 20% of funding is
sought via contributions.

4.2

Warrington Borough Council is considered a beneficiary stakeholder of the flood
defence scheme in terms of protection to its residents and growth in the Town’s
economy. By protecting future development opportunities an agreement in
principle has been reached between the EA and WBC with regard to
contributions to the scheme.

4.3

With defences in place there is the potential for future development land and
areas that could be identified for future economic growth to become less prone
to flooding along the route of the Mersey. Hence there is a benefit to the
Authority to contribute to the scheme as a result of the protection the flood
defence offers to Warrington’s residents and businesses both current and in the
future.

4.4

Since the introduction of the Flood Risk Regulations 2009 and the Flood and
Water Management Act 2010 the EA have supported bids to central
government (Defra) for a number of schemes within Warrington to assist with
alleviating local flood risk problems. To date in partnership and with support
from the EA, Warrington has managed to secure in excess of £800,000 in grant
support since 2009.
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5.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SCHEME

5.1

Contributions by Warrington Borough Council to the scheme are made up from
a variety of different sources in close agreement with the EA that enables
contributions to be made in a reasonable and justifiable way that shouldn’t
disadvantage either party.

5.2

Contributions to the flood defence scheme fall into the following categories
•

Capital cash contributions –Currently identified in the Capital
Programme ( to be contributed over the three year delivery of the scheme)

•

In kind Contributions - Warrington Borough Council time and resources
e.g. by assisting with advance works to support the scheme and by future
maintenance of the natural defences. Agreements on time and costs are
being undertaken within the Environment and Regeneration directorate.

•

Future Contributions from Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) or
secured third party income from associated development along the route
to be paid provisionally within ten years of commencement of the scheme
(by 2022). Funding will be secured through CIL and development
agreements that can be attached to land being opened up for
development along the route of the defences with reduced flood risk. A
review of contributions and timescales would have to take place in the
event that contributions could not be secured in the indicative 10year
period. A review of the level of contributions will take place during and at
the end of the delivery of the scheme to take account of value engineering
and supported potential reductions in cost.

5.3

The detailed costs and contributions matrix and tasks undertaken that supports
the above categories of contributions will be reviewed as the scheme is
delivered and signed off at pre and post delivery of each phase.

5.4

The detail that makes up the overall agreed contributions will be signed off at
project delivery meetings and agreed at Strategic Flood Task Board Meetings.
Meetings are held between appropriate officers of both organisations at monthly
intervals and the detail of the contributions can be agreed by officers and will be
reported to members as required to ensure neither party is disadvantaged and
that the delivery of the project is not compromised.

5.5

The EA has also been in negotiation with United Utilities since an area of land
in phase 3 of the project through Westy (near Kingsway Road) requires
defences to be built through land at risk that is in the ownership of UU. UU are
therefore considered a beneficiary. UU’s contribution would be to submit a
planning application for this section of defence at Westy and build the defences
on the land as part of an overall plan for development of land in this area.

5.6

In an effort to develop the land in question at Westy with mutual benefit WBC
has a signed development agreement with UU. The land that would benefit has
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agreed planning permissions with conditions that requires for UU to raise land
or build defences to support housing and other community infrastructure on the
site. The development agreement includes a sharing of proceeds between UU
and WBC from sale of land for housing.
5.7

Due to the sharp downturn in the housing market the potential sale and the
timing of the development of the land at Westy is in doubt. UU in turn are not in
a position to build defences on a site that does not have the potential to be
developed during the construction of the Mersey flood defence scheme.
Therefore there is the potential that there could be a gap in the flood defence
wall at Westy upon completion of the main Mersey flood defence scheme.

5.8

UU has invested of the order of £800k to date in investigations, planning
approvals and development agreements for the Westy site thus far and are
restricted in their abilities to support the building of the defences on the site
without secured interest from a housing developer in the site with further money
at this time.

5.9

The EA has therefore approached WBC to support them in ensuring that the
defence project is complete at the end of construction in 2015 including the
section at Westy since it would present increased flood risk to residents in this
area if the flood defences remained incomplete indefinitely.

5.10

The EA has therefore given an undertaking to construct the Westy section of
the flood defences. WBC will then reimburse EA for the cost of construction
(with an agreed capped limit) via the proceeds recovered from the development
agreement with UU at a future point in time. The EA and WBC have agreed that
WBC contributions overall would be capped at the agreed £3.4million to
manage any financial risk to the authority. UU have also agreed to review
payment mechanisms and share designs at no cost as part of the development
agreement to ensure no party is disadvantaged and to ensure the overall flood
defence scheme is not compromised.

6.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

6.1

A breakdown of how the Authority intends to contribute is contained in Table 1.
The Mersey flood Defence project is estimated to be costing of the order of
£26million with £18.8million from Defra Grant In aid funding and £6.6million
from external contributions.

6.2

External funding for the Mersey Flood defence project amounts to £6.6million
from beneficiary stakeholders. Warrington Borough Council had agreed in
principal to contribute £3.4million.

6.3

Warrington is working closely with the EA to reduce costs through value
engineering and design considerations. Provisionally at this time there is the
potential to reduce the future CIL contributions by £600k due to agreements to
share maintenance and assets in phase 1 along Knutsford Road. It is hoped
therefore that further savings can be realised in future phases that could reduce
the overall CIL / developer agreement payments. This potential reduction in
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phase 1 can assist in the support for reimbursement for the completion of the
Westy section of defences.
6.4

Future financial considerations relate to the insurance risk that could affect
residents and businesses in the Warrington area.

6.5

Currently the insurance industry agree with central government maximum
insurance premium levels in flood risk areas based on agreed investment levels
to mitigate flood risk. With the reduction in national funding the insurance
industry is re-negotiating its support in 2013 when the current agreement ends.

6.6

It is likely that in areas were flood risk is identified such as in Warrington and
there is no funding or scheme supported then insurance premiums would
increase from 2013. By not supporting the contributions to the scheme could put
the overall financial viability of the scheme at risk.

6.7

Funding for flood risk schemes granted by Defra is looked at more favourably if
there are partner contributions. It is likely therefore that the scheme would not
progress if partner funding agreed in principal by Warrington became uncertain.
This in turn would mean that future flood risk would increase along with
insurance premiums for residents and businesses in Warrington.

Contribution
Capital Cash
contributions
Future contributions
(CIL / developer
agreements)
In kind contribution
of Warrington
Borough Council
officer time /
resources / fees /
future maintenance
TOTALS

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

£400,000

£400,000

Future years

TOTALS

£400,000

£1,200,000

£1,200,000

£275,000
£ 675,000

£63,500
£ 463,500

£

£98,000
498,000

£563,500
£ 1,763,500

£1,200,000

£

£1,000,000
3,400,000

Table 1
7. RISK ASSESSMENT
7.1

Warrington Borough Council Officers meet regularly with the EA project team to
ensure value engineering can be considered as part of the scheme. This assists
with identifying and mitigating any costs and ensures our contributions are
managed effectively.

7.2

A legal agreement will be drafted limiting Warrington’s contributions and future
risk of payment of contributions if there were a continued downturn in
developments realised in the next ten years.
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7.3

By contributing to the scheme Warrington is also reducing the risk of
households and businesses being unable to obtain adequate insurance in the
future due to the risk that the Mersey presents to properties.

7.4

Not supporting the EA in building and reimbursing for the defences at Westy
could potentially put the delivery of the project at risk. By leaving a gap in the
construction would also put residents and businesses in this area are greater
risk. Costs to the authority will be limited in this respect to the overall £3.4million
contribution.

8.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

8.1

The scheme will reduce the risk of disruption and threat to vulnerable residents
in Warrington since the scheme reduces the risk of flooding to 2000 properties
across the Borough.
9. CONSULTATION

9.1

The Environment Agency have been undertaking regular consultation on the
scheme during 2010/11 with residents, businesses and ward members and will
be continuing to do this during the next 2 phases into 2014/15.

10.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

10.1 Warrington Borough Council, as a Lead Local Flood Authority following the
introduction of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 has a duty to ensure
flood risk is managed for the future. Whilst the EA are responsible for the flood
risk from the River Mersey as a lead role in management of the risk from all
sources of flooding it is recommended that Warrington should support the
scheme as it would reduce flood risk to over 2000 properties and businesses in
the borough and contribute to future potential growth of the town.
11.

RECOMMENDATIONS

11.1 The Executive Board is recommended to agree that Warrington Borough
Council makes a contribution of up to a maximum of £3.4 million to support the
delivery of the Mersey Flood Defence Scheme.
12.

BACKGROUND PAPERS

Mersey Estuary Catchment Flood Management Plan (CFMP)
Warrington Borough Council, Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA)
Warrington Borough Council Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA)
Warrington Borough Council Surface Water Management Plan (SWMP)
Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
Sharon Walls

E-mail
swalls@warrington.gov.uk
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13.

Clearance Details
Name

Relevant Executive Board Member
SMB
Relevant Executive Director
Solicitor to the Council
S151 Officer
Relevant Assistant Director

Cllr Linda Dirir
Andy Farrall
Tim Date
Lynton Green
David Boyer
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No







Date
Approved
16/3/12
20/3/12
16/3/12
16/3/12
16/3/12
16/3/12
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 16 April 2012
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor L Dirir, Executive Board Member, Highways,
Transportation and Climate Change
Councillor C Froggatt, Executive Board Member, Children and
Young People’s Services

Executive Directors:

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Environment and
Regeneration
Kath O’Dwyer, Executive Director, Children and Young
People’s Services

Report Author:

Laura Stanley, Climate Change Officer

Contact Details:

Email Address:
lstanley@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

052/11

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442615

TITLE OF REPORT: LOW CARBON SCHOOLS PROGRAMME
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

The purpose of this report is to highlight and seek the approval of the
Executive Board to submit the Low Carbon Schools Programme. This
programme has been developed by the Council’s Climate Change Team
working with Children and Young People’s Services and it sets out a clear
plan to engage with Warrington’s schools in order to provide them with the
support necessary to reduce their carbon footprint. The Programme is spread
over four years from 2011 through to 2015 and a Delivery Plan is set out in the
Low Carbon Schools Programme document which is included as Appendix A
of this report.

1.2

This report also sets out the findings of the pilot programme that has been
delivered during 2011/2012. This pilot programme was delivered in nine
schools and has been used as the basis of this ongoing programme for
Warrington’s schools.

1.3

The Low Carbon Schools Programme is a key component within the Climate
Change programme, which forms part of the Transforming Warrington
programme. The implementation of this programme will help us to achieve the
corporate targets that were set and approved by the board last year (when it
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approved the Carbon Management Plan) to achieve a 40% reduction of
2009/2010 carbon emissions by April 2015.
2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

This report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

In April 2011 the Executive Board signed off and agreed Warrington Borough
Council’s Carbon Management Plan. This set an aspirational target of
achieving a 40% reduction of 2009/2010 carbon emissions by April 2015. This
plan identified that in 2010/2011 Warrington schools made up over 40% of our
carbon footprint, which emphasises how critical it will be to continue to engage
with schools within this Low Carbon Schools Programme.

3.2

This is reinforced by the fact that schools spent some £2.6 million on their
electricity and gas during 2010/2011 and in 2013 around a further £160,000 in
CRC (Carbon Reduction Commitment) costs will be added onto this bill. A
more detailed breakdown of anticipated financial savings is set out in Sections
4 and 5 of this report.

3.3

The low carbon schools programme plan will allow us to help schools to
address their energy consumption. It has been developed as a four year plan
so that it aligns with the Carbon Management Plan.

4.

RESULTS FROM THE PILOT PROGRAMME

4.1

Warrington Borough Council signed up to the Carbon Trust’s Low Carbon
Schools Programme in May 2011. The programme is designed to help local
authorities tackle school energy consumption. From our participation we
gained support and guidance on developing a programme. We completed the
development of the overall programme in March 2012.

4.2

As part of the development of the programme, during 2011/12 a pilot
programme was undertaken. This commenced in June 2011 when we, along
with colleagues from Children and Young People’s Services, asked schools to
express an interest in taking part in this pilot programme. Schools were
selected on the basis of being in a position to gain the most benefit from taking
part in the programme. Following this we worked with the nine schools
selected (two Secondary and seven Primary) from September 2011 until
February 2012 to trial and develop a programme of engagement that would
help schools understand and reduce their energy bills. Activities varied from 1
to 1 sessions on behaviour change, group advice for site managers to a
bespoke energy audit for the school.

4.3

During the programme we recorded all the potential actions the schools were
able to take to make energy savings. If the nine pilot schools did fully engage
on behaviour change and take up invest to save funding for identified energy
reduction projects then their savings would be as shown in Table 4.1. This
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table shows what potential exists to both reduce carbon emissions and reduce
energy costs and that the ‘payback’ time on such measures is relatively short,
at around 4 years.

Table 4.1 Potential savings from pilot schools
Average Annual Savings

Per Primary
Per Secondary

£

kWh

tCO2

Cost of
Measures
(£)

2,254
26,967

54,494
527,016

14.4
161.1

8,670
113,281

Average
Payback for
measures
(years)

3.8
4.2

5

THE FUTURE PROGRAMME

5.1

From the pilot we have developed a programme for our maintained schools.
The components of this programme are set out in Table 5.1 below:

Table 5.1 – Summary of the Low Carbon Schools Programme
One to One support will be provided on:
Energy behaviour change “whole school approach”
Progressing through eco-schools
Understand energy audits
Staff engagement
Bespoke school studies will be undertaken involving:
An energy audit
The identification of invest to save funding opportunities
Group support will be provided on:
Benefits of Automatic Meter Reading – why invest?
Caretaker engagement
Governors briefing
Resource guidance will be provided on:
Whole school approach to energy saving
Understanding Automatic Meter Reading
Taking control of your heating

5.2

Over the next three years we propose to roll this programme out to 36 schools,
meaning that including our pilot year we will have worked with 53% of our
schools. This is a realistic number that balances the staff resources we have
available to implement this programme and to ensure expenditure is kept
within available budgets.

5.3

To widen the programme’s impact, we will open up the group support sessions
to any schools who wish to attend. In addition we will continue to offer ongoing
support to any schools that wish to progress with eco-schools. The existing
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support from our Energy Officer and Building Maintenance Unit will remain the
same and any schools outside the programme who wish to access invest to
save funding will be able to access this at any time if funds are available.
5.4

Delivering the full programme to 45 schools with schools fully engaging we
should achieve:
-

-

-

Energy cost savings increasing by £76k from each year and delivering
savings of £300k per annum on completion of the programme. This
equates cumulatively to energy cost savings of £738k over the four
year programme.
Carbon savings increasing by 470 tonnes per year, building to 1,800
tonnes per annum on completion of the programme. This represents a 13%
reduction in carbon emissions from schools in Warrington.
CRC savings increasing by £5.5k each year, delivering savings of £22k
per year on completion of the programme.

5.5

The future programme will be available for maintained schools. The availability
for academy schools will need to be considered as an when schools convert to
academy status.

6.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

6.1

The projects identified in the programme plan will be funded through existing
identified invest to save funds – our Salix recycle funding and invest to save
prudential borrowing. These funds require schools to repay the investment
using revenue saved on energy costs.

6.2

The financial impact set out in Section 5 above shows the potential of this
programme to help the Council make considerable financial savings and to
reduce its carbon footprint. The Section 151 Officer sits on the Climate
Change Programme Board which has been kept fully informed of the
development of this programme and its predicted financial implications.

7.

RISK ASSESSMENT

7.1

Risk to Warrington Borough Council carbon management programme. In
2010/2011 school carbon emissions represented over 40% of Warrington’s
carbon footprint. Our carbon reduction target to achieve a 40% reduction by
2015 is significantly at risk without deep cuts in school energy consumption.

7.2

Risk to financial performance. The cumulative value at stake for the
programme is £738k over four years. This assumes a conservative level of
energy unit cost increases. Schools are responsible for meeting their energy
costs however a reduction in school disposable budget due to high energy
costs will directly affect the ability of the school to make other educational
investments.
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7.3

Risk to programme of schools failing to participate/engage. This
programme relies on schools voluntarily participating in both the programme
and the subsequent behavioural and investment changes to achieve energy
savings. The participation of schools to achieve the outcomes cannot be
guaranteed, therefore, this is a significant risk to programme performance.
Use of past programme participants as mentors and case study examples will
be maximised to mitigate this risk.

7.4

Risk to programme of schools transferring to Academy status. The
implications to energy and carbon management of a school becoming an
Academy are not yet clear. The ability of a school to participate in the
programme (in any capacity) once awarded Academy status has not been
confirmed. Likewise the ability of an Academy to access investment funding
for energy efficiency is not yet clear. This risk relates to Risk 13 on the
Council’s Strategic Risk Register. When a corporate service delivery strategy
for Academies is developed the impact on the school programme will be
assessed and if necessary adjustments made to the programme at that stage.

8.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

8.1

There is no need for an equality and diversity impact assessment. Schools will
be chosen for the programme based on their expressions of interest.
Alongside this we will target high energy users. The area in which the school
is based will not play a factor in selection.

9.

CONSULTATION

9.1

As discussed in Section 4 of this report, a pilot Low Carbon Schools
programme was run with nine schools during 2011/2012. This pilot programme
has involved considerable engagement with those schools involved. Lessons
learned during this pilot phase, and extensive consultation with the pilot
schools including head teachers, teachers, administrative staff, governors and
pupils have been incorporated into the proposed Low Carbon Schools
Programme.

9.2

The development of this programme has been regularly reported to the
Climate Change Programme Board. The Portfolio Holders for Highways,
Transportation and Climate Change and Children and Young People’s
Services and the Climate Change Member ‘champion’ all sit on this
Programme Board. Senior officers from both Environment and Regeneration
and Children and Young People’s Services have provided regular updates to
members throughout the development of this programme.

10.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

10.1

Approving and supporting the programme will help to deliver cost and carbon
savings outlined in this document. By doing this it will also add to the work
being undertaken to achieve the target set in the Carbon Management Plan
and our Transforming Warrington aims.
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10.2

Approval will also reinforce the Council’s plans to reduce carbon emissions
from all of its operations.

11.

RECOMMENDATION

11.1 The Executive Board is recommended to:

12.

(i)

note the findings of the Low Carbon Schools pilot programme and the
potential carbon reduction and financial savings predicted in the nine
schools included in this programme.

(ii)

note the predicted carbon emission reductions which would result from
the completion of the full Low Carbon Schools Programme, approve the
programme, and authorise Officers to submit it to the Carbon Trust for
their approval.

BACKGROUND PAPERS

Appendix A - Low Carbon Schools Programme Plan April 2012
Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
Laura Stanley
13.

E-mail
lstanley@warrington.gov.uk

Telephone
01925 442615

Clearance Details
Name

Relevant Executive Board
Members
SMB
Relevant Executive Directors
Solicitor to the Council
S151 Officer
Relevant Assistant Director

Cllr Dirir & Cllr
Froggatt
Andy Farrall &
Kath O’Dwyer
Tim Date
Lynton Green
David Boyer
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Executive Summary
Warringt n Sch ls spent £2.6 milli n n energy during
2010/2011 and emitted 13,559 t nnes f CO2

The l w carb n sch ls pr gramme will deliver a range f
supp rt including w rksh ps and ne t
ne sessi ns
The l w carb n sch

ls pr gramme will deliver 470 t nnes
CO2 reducti n per year

f

The low carbon schools programme will provide a way for Warrington Boro gh
Co ncil to address its schools carbon footprint. It will also help schools to red ce
their energy bills. The programme recognises the barriers that schools face in
considering energy red ction meas res, providing them with a way forward to
address their energy bills. With increasing press res on b dgets and the threat of
f t re energy price rise this is a key area for engagement.
D ring 2010/2011, schools in Warrington were responsible for 13,559 t nnes of
carbon dioxide. This acco nted for aro nd 42% of o r carbon footprint. The cost
of schools energy was £2.6 milli n and from April 2013 there will be an
additional CRC (carbon red ction commitment payment) cost to schools of
£162k.
D ring 2011/2012 we rolled o t a pilot programme of energy red ction s pport to
9 schools in Warrington. Following completion of the pilot, we have developed a
selection of s pport mechanisms that will form an ongoing programme for
Warrington Schools:
One to one s pport on

-

Bespoke schools st dies
Gro p s pport on

-

F nding

-

energy behavio r change & linking with ecoschools
nderstand energy a dits and b ilding
req irements
staff engagement
An energy a dit
benefits of A tomated Meter Reading (AMR) –
why invest?
caretaker engagement
governors briefing
invest to save loans

-

whole school approach to energy saving
nderstanding AMR
taking control of yo r heating

-

Reso rce g idance on
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The programme that will be rolled o t is expected to deliver the following
o tcomes:
-

-

Energy cost savings of £76k each year and delivering acc m lated savings
of £300k per ann m on completion of the programme.
Carbon savings of 470 t nnes per year, b ilding to 1,800 t nnes per
ann m on completion of the programme. This represents a 13% red ction
in carbon emissions from schools in Warrington
CRC savings of £5.5k each year, delivering savings of £22k per year on
completion of the programme.

All of these o tcomes are based on energy prices and CRC payments remaining
the same.
To cha enge ourse ves throughout the ro out of the programme, we have set ourse ves
aspirations which wi encourage us to deve op further projects and ook for ways to
increase our carbon reduction across the schoo s estate.

•

20% reducti n in the carb n f tprint acr ss wh le sch l
estate by April 2015
• 20 sch ls in Warringt n with ec -sch ls Green Flag
award by April 2015
• Warringt n sch ls having a greater understand f their
energy use and why energy reducti n is imp rtant

The programme wi be de ivered by the c imate change team in conjunction with The
Architecture and Bui ding Maintenance (ABMU) team, Chi dren and Young Peop e’s Services
and the schoo s and young peop e who attend them.
Other teams de ivering sustainabi ity services to schoo s wi a so participate in the
programme to create a joined-up sustainabi ity approach in schoo s. These inc ude Trave to
Schoo and Waste and Recyc ing officers. The programme wi be over ooked by the c imate
change board and wi feed into the Transforming Warrington programme.
The resources for the programme wi come from existing staff time and budgets. We wi
maintain momentum with communciations to continue to recruit schoo s onto the program.
The pi ot was over subscribed and we are hopefu that future programmes wi be in
demand.
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F rew rd
Warrington Boro gh Co ncil is determined to g ide o r comm nity and lead
Warrington to a s stainable, low-carbon f t re which will ens re that residents,
visitors and b sinesses choose Warrington as a preferred location in which to live,
work and invest. The challenges are significant b t we are committed to leading
the way.
O r Carbon Management Plan, p blished in 2010 highlighted the areas of o r
estate where we need to foc s o r efforts. Warrington schools make p 42% of
o r carbon footprint and energy costs. O r target is to achieve a 40% red ction in
carbon emissions by April 2015 against a baseline of 2009/2010; o r schools will
be a key part of achieving this target.
The threat of increasing energy prices and the Carbon Red ction Commitment
give o r schools a clear benefit to red cing energy cons mption – it red ces
energy costs and improves ability to set predictable b dgets.
Schools are at the h b of the comm nity and with o r schools stepping p to
show people what s stainability means to them, they provide a great role model
to others.
The low carbon schools programme provides s with a strategic way forward to
assist o r schools to address their carbon footprints and adopt a whole school
approach to s stainability.

Diana Terris
Chief Executive, Warringt n B r ugh C uncil
Foreword text from the Carbon Tr st to be added once plan approved
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1. Ab ut this d cument
This doc ment is a delivery plan for the roll o t of a low carbon schools
programme in Warrington Boro gh Co ncil. It examines the impact of energy se
in o r schools, both in terms of energy costs to schools and emissions of carbon
dioxide. It then sets o t the red ctions in costs and emissions that can be
achieved before presenting a plan for delivery of a low carbon schools programme
which will contrib te to achieving this goal over a fo r year period from April 2011
to April 2015. Implementing this schools programme will help s to achieve the
goals set in o r Carbon Management plan which has a target of red cing
emissions by 40% of 2009 / 2010 levels by 2015.
This delivery plan has been developed by Warrington Boro gh Co ncil in
partnership with the Carbon Tr st. It is s pported by the Climate Change Board
and Children and Yo ng People’s Services (CYPS). This incl des:
Cllr Linda Dirrir
Execut ve Board Member for H ghways, Transportat on & Cl mate Change
Cllr Colin Frogatt
Execut ve Board Member for Ch ldren & Young People's Serv ces
Cllr Geoff Settle
Champ on for Cl mate Change
Andy Farrall
Execut ve D rector of Env ronment and Regenerat on
Kath O’Dwyer
Execut ve D rector of Ch ldren and Young Peoples Serv ces
Lynton Green
Ch ef F nance (Sect on 151) Off cer
David Boyer
Ass stant D rector Transport, Eng neer ng and Operat ons
Ann McCormack
Ass stant D rector Partnersh ps and Resources
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2. C ntext
2.1

Nati nal drivers

This section s mmarises the key national drivers infl encing energy and carbon
red ction in schools.
Envir nmental drivers
The Climate Change Act commits the UK to red cing its emissions of carbon
dioxide by 80% by 2050 from 1990 levels. A series of fo r-year “carbon b dgets”
sets o t some interim steps towards achieving this goal, incl ding a goal of
red cing emissions by 34% by 2020 from 1990 levels.
Under the EU Energy Saving Directive, the UK is committed to take action to
red ce energy cons mption thro gh energy efficiency; within this Directive there
is also a commitment for the p blic sector to “lead by example”.
Financial drivers
There is a significant drive from Government to c t costs within the p blic sector.
The schools sector has already seeing a significant red ction in the amo nt of
capital available for school b ilding and ref rbishment. On top of this there has
been freezes on reven e f nding on a per p pil basis. There is growth in school
f nding in the form of the p pil premi m, b t this is earmarked to address low
attainment iss es for deprived children, and cannot be sed for any
premises/ tilities p rposes.
F el prices have also risen in past years and it appears likely that this trend will
contin e.
Educati nal drivers
The Government is committed to s stainable development and the importance of
preparing yo ng people for the f t re. It wants schools to make their own
j dgments on how s stainable development sho ld be reflected in their ethos,
day-to-day operations and thro gh ed cation for s stainable development, with a
belief that schools perform better when they take responsibility for their own
improvement.
The Government’s White Paper, The Importance of Teach ng, will free teachers
from nnecessary stat tory d ties, creating more opport nities for different
ro tes to learning, incl ding learning o tside the classroom, which can s pport
ed cational attainment across the c rric l m. The Nat ral Environment White
Paper identifies that:
“The study of sc ence and geography gn tes pup ls’ cur os ty about the world
around them. They d scover how sc ent f c deas contr bute to technolog cal
change and mprove qual ty of l fe. They recogn se how human act v ty and
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natural processes can lead to changes n the env ronment, and engage w th
sc ent f c debates, address ng mportant ssues such as cl mate change. “
To help schools with their s stainable development policies, the Department for
Ed cation s pports the Carbon Tr st’s Collaborative Low Carbon Schools Service.
The Department also s pports other p blic sector and vol ntary organisation
initiatives, incl ding the S stainable Schools Alliance (SSA), led by the National
Children’s B rea and S stainability and Environmental Ed cation and EcoSchools, thro gh its delivery partner Keep Britain Tidy in England. Opport nities
for co-ordinated delivery across these initiatives are therefore enco raged.
2.2

L cal pri rities

Warrington Boro gh Co ncil has a commitment to tackling climate change.
As a co ncil we have signed the Nottingham Declaration, declaring o r
commitment to assess o r emissions and to red ce them. The climate change
programme is part of Transforming Warrington; this programme is a high profile
agenda in the co ncil for major change projects.
We developed o r climate change strategy in 2007 and following this in 2010 o r
carbon management plan which set o t how we wo ld tackle o r estate's own
emissions. This plan identified that schools make p 40% of o r estates carbon
footprint.

Fig re 2.2.1 Warrington Boro gh Co ncil s baseline emissions 2009/2010
In 2010/2011, this went p to 42% of o r footprint. The overall school energy
sage decreased slightly, b t other areas within the co ncil red ced their energy
se by a greater amo nt. This effectively increased the portion of o r footprint
that schools acco nt for. In 2010/2011 energy bills in schools totalled £2.6
milli n. The introd ction of the Carbon Red ction Commitment in 2012 will also
add an estimated £162k onto the energy costs of o r schools.
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As well as red cing the costs we pay thro gh the Carbon Red ction Commitment,
tackling o r school’s carbon emissions is partic larly important for the f t re
given both the predicted increases in and the contin ed volatility of energy prices.
Energy and f el costs have seen a dramatic rise in recent years, with energy
prices increasing by well over 50% since 2004. This trend is not expected to
change and we m st accept that the price we pay for o r energy will contin e to
increase in the coming years.
As b dgets have been red ced d e to the c rrent financial sit ation, the need for
efficiency and cost saving is even more important. Carbon saving programmes
that aim to red ce energy and f el sage will also res lt in cost savings, helping
ease b dget c ts and assist in efficiency savings.
Increasing the work that the climate change team do with schools on energy will
give s a val able opport nity to ens re that schools are considering the whole
s stainability agenda.
2.3

Sch

ls carb n emissi ns and energy c sts

Nati nal emissi ns and c sts
School b ildings in England are responsible for greenho se gas emissions of 4.1
million tonnes of CO2 eq ivalent ann ally, with a combined energy bill of £543
million1, approximately 21% of the total emissions from the national p blic sector
estate.
Emissions from energy se in schools have risen by 24% since 19902. There has
been a distinct rise in electricity emissions d ring this time (and partic larly since
2002). This is, in part, d e to the increase in the amo nt of ICT in school
b ildings, altho gh lighting remains the major electrical load. Emissions
associated with electricity have increased by 31% since 19902.
The way we se o r schools has changed significantly in this period. In partic lar,
schools are now open for longer ho rs – generally 8am – 6pm every weekday
d ring term time and more often in the evenings, at weekends and d ring holiday
periods for comm nity se. Even allowing for this, there has still been a significant
rise in emissions.
Emissions associated with travel to and from school by p pils and staff, and the
embodied emissions in prod cts and services p rchased by schools, are excl ded
from this low carbon schools service proposal. However, their impact is significant
(a f rther 3.2 million tonnes of CO2 eq ivalent2) and f t re opport nities to tackle
s ch emissions sho ld be enco raged.
L cal emissi ns and c sts
In 2010/2011 schools in Warrington emitted 13,559 tonnes of CO2. This eq ates
to 42% of Warrington Boro gh Co ncil’s carbon footprint. The portion of o r
1

source: “Cross Cutt ng Rev ew of Low Carbon Potent al n the Publ c Sector – Peer Rev ew Copy F nal Report”,
DECC/Carbon Trust, 18/11/09

2

“Carbon Management Strategy for Schools Sector”, Department for Educat on, 31/03/10 https://www.educat on.gov.uk/publ cat ons/standard/publ cat onDeta l/Page1/DCSF-00366-2010
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footprint o r schools acco nt for has increased in 2010/2011 since o r baseline
year. Where other areas have seen larger red ctions in energy o r schools se
has stayed abo t the same, red cing slightly d e to property rationalisation.
The energy bill for schools in Warrington in 2010/2011 was £2.6 milli n and
from 2013 o r Carbon Red ction Commitment (CRC) costs are set to be aro nd
£162k per year.
Section 3 – Carbon & Financial Baseline – explores the costs and carbon emissions
associated with energy se in Warrington schools in more detail.
2.4

Our w rk with sch

ls

Energy
Warrington Boro gh Co ncil has been working with schools on energy red ction
on an informal basis over a n mber of years.
Behavio r change has been a foc s for the climate change team; previo sly we
have provided advice and g idance for schools progressing thro gh the ecoschools programme thro gh one to one advice and network workshops. We held a
n mber of engagement sessions with o r secondary school b siness managers to
raise awareness of energy efficiency.
Energy management plays an important part in the a thority’s “b siness as s al”
and schools have access to advice from o r energy officer abo t their billing and
energy cons mption.
The a thority has been s ccessf l with SALIX finance f nding (f nding available to
the p blic sector thro gh the carbon tr st for invest to save projects) and has
been working with schools to look at taking p this loan f nding for invest to save
meas res.
The Architect re & B ilding Maintenance (A&BMU) team offers schools advice and
s pport, predominantly thro gh its B ilding Maintenance Service Level Agreement
(SLA) or in the form of feasibility st dies and the delivery of capital projects. The
offered advice, s pport and project delivery foc ses on response repairs, planned
maintenance, ref rbishment, remodelling, extension and new b ild projects. All
plant, eq ipment and materials specified via the A&BMU meet c rrent standards,
within the constraints of available b dgets. Via the SLA, schools are able to
req est meetings with dedicated s rveyors or engineers to disc ss and develop
plans in relation to any relevant iss es, incl ding b t not limited to energy
efficiency.
As a res lt of the Government stopping its B ilding Schools for the F t re
Programme, the a thority was nable to deliver its ambitio s plans for B ilding
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Schools for the F t re which incl ded a n mber of state of the art modern
secondary school b ildings, designed to meet the req ired BREEAM excellent
standard.
However, despite this setback, officers from children and yo ng peoples services
and environment and regeneration (E&R) have maintained a foc s on improving
the school estate incl ding identifying opport nities to red ce energy
cons mption.
Schools that have benefitted so far, or have projects at planning stage incl de:
Broomfields J nior, Lysander High, the Horizon Centre, Ravenbank Primary, St
Margaret's Primary, Great Sankey Primary, Sycamore Lane Primary, Bewsey
Lodge Primary, Woolston Primary.
As well as work on schools aro nd energy we have other teams who work with
schools on s stainability iss es.
Travel
The impact of delivering children to school has been well doc mented with nearly
20% of traffic on the roads in the morning peak associated with the school r n.
With the transport sector representing 18% of Warrington’s greenho se gas
emissions, action to move towards a low carbon transport system is a key
component in meeting o r carbon b dgets.
The policy on s stainable travel and transport to school is described in Local
Transport Plan 3 (2011 – 2015). It incl des the development and implementation
of school travel plans which promote walking to school and disco rage driving,
and the delivery of Bikeability cycle training to enco rage safe cycling to school.
The target for this area of work is to red ce the n mber of children travelling to
school by car, which c rrently stands at 34%. Work on enabling and enco raging
all the other modes of travel helps achieve a downward impact on this indicator.

Waste
The Waste Minimisation and Recycling Team have a commitment to s pport
schools and other m nicipal b ildings to red ce waste and recycle as m ch of the
remaining waste as possible. By doing this, we can achieve significant carbon and
financial savings for the a thority.
The waste team will contin e to provide free recycling facilities to all schools and
m nicipal b ildings that can help halve the cost of disposal of waste for schools. It
is estimated that this free service will save the a thority over £45,000 per year in
waste disposal costs.
The Waste Ed cation & Promotions Officer will contin e to be work with as many
schools as possible to promote waste minimisation, recycling, re se, litter
ed cation and wider environmental s bjects when req ired. In the last twelve
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months, the team has visited schools over 103 times engaging with over 3900
st dents. This work in the coming year will link with the new Waste Ed cation
Centre at Gatewarth Comm nity Recycling Centre and every effort will be made to
organise as many visits for local school children as possible to learn abo t the
importance of recycling and s stainability by visiting the centre

C llab rative L w Carb n Sch

ls Service

Since May 2011, Warrington Boro gh Co ncil has been part of the Collaborative
Low Carbon Schools Service programme, delivered by the Carbon Tr st with the
aim of s pporting carbon red ction and reso rce efficiency in schools across
England. The Co ncil has been one of 43 local a thorities participating in the
programme. CLCSS has helped the Co ncil to refresh its approach to driving
carbon red ctions across o r schools estate, b ilding on o r existing experience
and demonstrating fast-track practical opport nities for energy savings.
D ring this programme we have worked with seven primaries and two high
schools to help them nderstand and red ce their energy cons mption. O r work
with nine pilot schools d ring the A t mn Term 2011 has informed the
development of this delivery plan.
From the work that we have done we now have the aspiration to develop the work
we do with o r schools. Part of this development has been to refine the targets for
o r school’s energy red ction and create an individ al vision for this important
area.
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3. Carb n & Financial Baseline
This section provides information abo t the c rrent level of CO2 emissions from
schools in Warrington. The ass mptions sed to calc late o r carbon footprint can
be fo nd in Appendix A. We have worked with o r 2010 / 2011 data for o r
schools as this is the most recent f ll year data. We chose to do this and not se
the same year as o r carbon management plan (2009 / 2010) as we wanted to
reflect the c rrent sit ation in o r schools.
3.1

Carb n emissi ns in

ur sch

ls

D ring 2010/2011, schools in Warrington were responsible for 13,559 tonnes of
carbon dioxide. This acco nts for aro nd 42% of o r carbon footprint.
Fig re 3.1.1 shows the split of types of energy se in the school estate. As yo
can see, electricity acco nts for the highest part of school’s carbon footprint.

Fig re 3.1.1
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3.2

C st

f energy in the sch

l estate

Looking at the sage of energy compared to the cost of energy it shows how the
spilt is infl enced by the high nit price (cost per kWh) of electricity. Electricity
acco nts for 58% of energy costs in schools.

Energy Type
£
kWh
tCO2
Electricity
1,523,408
13,602,657
7,413
Natural Gas
907,252
27,269,416
5,045
Gas Oil (Diesel, 35 sec) 188,728
4,001,619
1,100
T tal
2,619,388
44,873,692
13,559
Table 3.1.1 – Schools energy spend 2010/2011

Fig re 3.2.1

The low carbon schools programme has a significant foc s on electricity se,
where fast-track savings can be delivered.
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3.3

Sch

l Energy Perf rmance

O r school’s performances are represented in the following graphs, which show
energy cost per p pil for each school. O r objective is to work with o r schools to
improve performances to the energy per p pil target indicated by the red line in
fig re 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
The most infl ential metric to drive school interest is financial (£/p pil/year
energy cost). The following graphs show the c rrent spread of £/p pil/year energy
costs amongst o r primary and secondary schools respectively.
To reach o r 40% red ction target by 2015, we need an average spend in primary
schools of £45/pupil and high schools £61/pupil.
Some of the schools showing very high cons mption per p pil are d e to n s al
circ mstances, s ch as a school that has a normal sized b ilding b t very few
p pils e.g. special schools, or schools that are abo t to close. The majority of
schools with very low cons mption are those that have had billing errors, or that
closed d ring the monitoring phase.

Fig re 3.3.1
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Fig re 3.3.2
We can also look at the performance of o r school b ildings by looking at their
Display Energy Certificates (DECs). DEC certificates provide a rating between A
and G based on school energy se and are a req irement for all schools.
Fig re 3.3.2 shows the spread of DEC ratings for o r schools. As yo can see
most of Warrington schools are in the poorest performing end of the DEC rating
system (A being highest performance and G the lowest).

DEC ra ing of Warring on Schools

C

DEC ra ing

D
E
F
G
0
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Fig re 3.3.2
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3.4

The business case – what we c uld achieve

Schools, in line with the wider p blic sector, will need to tackle all opport nities
for financial efficiency. The majority of a school’s b dget is for staff costs. O tside
of employment, energy often represents over 15% of controllable costs and is
perhaps the most prod ctive iss e to deliver fast, low cost savings for
reinvestment in the schools. It will also red ce the expos re and risk from f t re
rising energy prices; The Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC)
estimates that energy prices will rise by 32.6%3 by 2017, which co ld increase
energy costs to Warrington schools by £850k.
Under the Carbon Red ction Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme (CRC), the
carbon emissions from o r schools inc r a charge of £12 per tonne of CO2
emitted, res lting in an additional liability of an estimated £162k per year from
2011/12.
O r recent work with pilot schools nder the low carbon schools service has
demonstrated that significant carbon and cost savings can be achieved in o r
schools thro gh no cost and low cost meas res. Delivering the programme to o r
capacity, we co ld realise energy cost savings of £76k per year and £5k CRC cost
savings, that is an 11% saving on schools’ energy costs. This wo ld also deliver a
13% red ction in school carbon emissions, c tting CO2 by 1,821 t nnes per
year.
This level of savings is represented by the schools performance analyses and
s pported by the opport nities identified within o r pilot schools.
The
commitment and achievements within o r schools are demonstrated in the Case
St dies, Appendix E.
This target is obvio sly not in line with o r wider carbon red ction targets for a
40% overall red ction. Sections 5 and 6 explore how we co ld increase these
savings. Section 4 also shows how we have set o rselves a higher aspirational
target to try and capt re school carbon red ctions thro gh other inititatives.

3

Based on Carbon Trust analys s of med um scenar o ncreases from DECC www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/stat st cs/project ons.project ons.aspx
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4. Visi n and aims
4.1

'T

4.2

Our visi n

supp rt the sch ls f Warringt n in taking active steps t reduce
their energy bills, thr ugh ad pting a wh le-sch l appr ach t
sustainability’

Objectives

To help s towards this vision, Warrington Boro gh Co ncil plans to roll o t a low
carbon schools programme to a proportion of o r schools over the coming three
year period, making this a fo r year programme in total.
We will also contin e to liaise and provide light to ch assistance to previo s years’
participant schools and those who have not taken part in the programme to
maintain moment m and share best practice.
As well as the s pport on this programme we will contin e to explore other
opport nities to red ce energy se in o r schools
By providing this s pport, we want to achieve:

•

•
•

20% reducti n in the carb n f tprint acr ss the wh le
sch l estate by April 2015
20 sch ls in Warringt n with ec -sch ls green flag award
by April 2015
Warringt n sch ls having a greater understanding f their
energy use and why energy reducti n is imp rtant
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5.

Delivery Plan

5.1

Our service f r sch

ls

Warrington Boro gh Co ncil will offer a whole school approach to red cing energy
cons mption. We will be offering schools the following service:
One to one s pport on
- energy behavio r change & linking with eco-schools
nderstand energy a dits and b ilding req irements
- staff engagement
Bespoke school st dies:
- An energy a dit
Gro p s pport on
- benefits of A tomatic Meter Reading – why invest?
- caretaker engagement
- governors briefing
F nding thro gh
- Salix loans
- invest to save pr dential borrowing
Reso rce g idance on:
- whole school approach to energy saving
nderstanding AMR
- taking control of yo r heating
Warrington Boro gh Co ncil plans to roll this service o t to 45 schools (53%) of
o r schools over 4 years between April 2011 and April 2015.
Each school will participate over a one year period, altho gh the programme will
also foc s on achieving longer term policies and whole school commitment. The
programme will work to embed good practices and ongoing energy monitoring
and performance assessment in the schools. It is anticipated that the Local
A thority will contin e to provide a light to ch s pport programme to enco rage
sharing of best practice and maintain the moment m for schools that have
already ndertaken the programme and those that are taking their own actions.
From delivering the pilot service to schools, we discovered what low cost and no
cost opport nities were available and co ld be realistically delivered to schools.
These are shown in table 5.2.1 and Appendix D gives an explanation of these
opport nities.
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Please note that where there is overlap between opport nities the savings are
presented on a declining basis to prevent do ble acco nting.
5.2

Expected

utc mes

The service is expected to deliver the following o tcomes:
-

-

Energy cost savings of £76k each year and delivering acc m lated savings
of £300k per ann m on completion of the programme.
Carbon savings of 470 t nnes per year, b ilding to 1,800 t nnes per
ann m on completion of the programme. This represents a 13% red ction
in carbon emissions from schools in Warrington
CRC savings of £5.5k each year, delivering savings of £22k per year on
completion of the programme.
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Installation of cavity wall insulation
Upgrad fluor sc nt lighting
Automatic lighting controls
Voltag manag m nt

Installation of draught-proofing

Installation of loft insulation

Installation of TRVs

Pip and valv insulation

H ating controls upgrad

Boil r r plac m nt

Adjustm nts to h ating t mp ratur s

Improv d h ating tim control

ctricity
ctricity
ctricity
ctricity
Fossil
Fu l
Fossil
Fu l
Fossil
Fu l
Fossil
Fu l
Fossil
Fu l
Fossil
Fu l
Fossil
Fu l
Fossil
Fu l
Fossil
Fu l
El ctricity
El ctricity
El ctricity

El
El
El
El

Activ lab lling of light switch s
Switch off lighting wh n not r quir d
IT quipm nt switch-off
R ducing out-of-hours l ctrical load

6,552
5,643
17,680
1,555

4,231

4,443

713

921

836

356

2,985

1,933

5,627
5,471
2,707
8,055

£
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284,883
52,742
165,234
14,535

183,947

193,153

30,981

40,033

36,351

15,495

129,801

84,027

52,587
51,136
25,302
75,283

kWh

Annual avings

52.7
28.7
90.1
7.9

34.0

35.7

5.7

7.4

6.7

2.9

24.0

15.5

28.7
27.9
13.8
41.0

38,957
48,192
119,894
9,975

28,433

24,418

4,029

5,266

5,238

2,851

0

0

0
0
0
0

Cost of
Measure
(£)

l estate

tCO2

pp rtunities acr ss the sch

Type

f carb n/financial saving

Opportunity

Summary

A f ll explanation of the opport nities can be fo nd in Appendix D.

5.3

5.9
8.5
6.8
6.4

6.7

5.5

5.7

5.7

6.3

8.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Payback
Period
(yrs)

80.0
70.0
80.0
10.0

50.0

60.0

30.0

90.0

20.0

10.0

90.0

70.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

% of
chools

5.4

Funding plan

The program will be delivered to maintained schools free of charge. The program
for academy schools will be aligned with the corporate position.
Pr gramme supp rt
Officer time for o r programme will be covered thro gh existing staff. We have a
n mber of different staff with different expertise that will enable s to cover the
wide range of needs of the programme.
Schools make p a large portion of o r footprint, therefore dedicating staff time to
this project is a worthwhile and efficient se of time.
Operational costs for engagement programmes will be covered thro gh s pplies
and services b dgets where they are of low monetary val e.
The staff costs (incl ding overheads and on-costs) and the operational costs of
the programme can be seen in table 5.4.1. A breakdown of costs can be seen in
Appendix C.
Activity
Annual c st
Officer time per ann m
£20,543
S rveyor time per ann m
£2,500
Materials costs (printing reso rces)
£30
Total
£23,073
Table 5.4.1 – Operational costs low carbon schools program

Sch

ls On-g ing supp rt

Whilst this programme will aim to embed good practice and enco rage active
performance monitoring and management at a school level, it is proposed to
provide an on-going s pport role to contin e to promote engagement and
maintain Local A thority profile.
Amongst schools who have already done the programme and those who are
taking their own action, we will provide termly network meetings for eco-schools,
r n a yearly competition and offer one to one project s pport for schools that
req est it.

Activity
Annual c st
Officer time
£3,208
Material costs (rooms, printing)
£100
Total
£3,308
Table 5.4.2 – Operational cost of s pporting schools o tside the programme
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Funding f r invest t

save pr jects

Whilst on the program, schools will be given a bespoke energy a dit. This will
highlight to them where investment co ld be made that will improve their energy
efficiency. To f nd these projects we have invest to save f nding that schools can
taken p while the school is a maintained school.
In addition, we will be enco raging schools to seize any opport nities that may
arise in their b dgets to invest in energy red ction projects.

Salix l ans
We have had s ccess with
sec ring a range of
f nding incl ding Salix
Loans and Salix
recycled f nd monies to
implement a n mber of
invest to save
opport nities across o r
estate.
The Salix finance recycled
f nding loan means we
will have an ongoing
so rce of f nding
available for f t re
smaller scale projects
sing the reinvestment of
Fig re 5.4.1- Salix recycling f nd process
energy savings generated
by the c rrent f nded energy
saving projects. Fig re 5.4.1 demonstrates the Salix Recycling F nd process.
The Salix Finance recycled f nding loan means we will have f nding going back
into a ‘pot’ to be reinvested as soon as the savings from projects are realised, this
will give s a contin o s pot to f nd some of o r projects from. This is highlighted
in the top bar of fig re 5.4.2

Warringt n B r ugh C uncil Capital Pr gramme
The co ncil’s 10 year investment plan incl des an ann al notional capital b dget
of £250k for carbon red ction projects on co ncil owned & managed b ildings.
Projects will be considered on an invest to save basis. WBC review the capital
b dget on a 6 monthly basis and if the opport nity arises there maybe more
capital f nding available. This money will enable s to implement projects that do
not meet the salix criteria and have longer paybacks. Any savings on schools
energy bills after the loan is paidback will be realised by the schools.
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£4 0,000

£400,000

Value of funds available

£3 0,000

£300,000

£2 0,000

£200,000

£1 0,000

£100,000

£ 0,000

£0
2011

2012

2013

Invest to save funds

2014

Salix recycle funds

Fig re 5.4.2 Invest to save f nding the climate change team have available

Pr gramme Financial Business Case
D ring the pilot programme, across the 9 schools we worked with, we identified
potential savings of £70k thro gh low cost and no cost meas res. The total
savings & the cost of implementing these savings for the schools we worked with
on the pilot programme can be seen in table 5.4.3.
To look at how we can roll this o t in the f t re, the average savings per school
type has been calc lated from the pilot schools and can be shown in table 5.4.4.
Annual Savings
Type

£

kWh

tCO2

C st f
Measure
(£)
178,061
109,191
287,252

Electricity
46,740
436,818
238.1
Fossil F el
22,970
998,672
184.8
Total
69,709
1,435,490
422.8
% saving f r sample
sch ls
21.02
20.69
20.92
Table 5.4.3 – Total identified savings from pilot schools
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Payback
Peri d
(yrs)
3.8
4.8
4.1

Annual Savings
£
Total for primaries in
programme
15,776
Per primary (total/7)
2,254
Total for high schools
53,934
Per high school
(total/2)
26,967
Table 5.4.4 - Average savings and

kWh

tCO2

381,458
54,494
1,054,032

100.6
14.4
322.2

C st f
Measure
(£)

60,691
8,670
226,561

527,016
161.1
113,281
costs for schools on the programme

Based on the c rrent staff and b dgetary reso rces we have available, we have
determined that realistically we will be able to work with 30 primaries and 6 high
schools over the remaining 3 years of the programme.
To increase the n mber of schools we can engage with in this time, any gro p
s pport or eco-school specific sessions will also be made available to any school in
the boro gh, whether participating in the programme or not.
By working intensively with 10 primaries a year & 2 high schools per year we have
calc lated the ann al savings for the schools’ energy se and costs and CRC
costs. These can be shown in the two tables below.
CRC
f Measure reducti n
£
kWh
tCO2
(£)
c st
69,709 1,435,490 423
287,252
5,074
76,474 1,598,976 466
313,262
5,594
76,474 1,598,976 466
313,262
5,594
76,474 1,598,976 466
313,262
5,594
5.4.5 – Ann al Savings for the schools on the program each year
C st

Type
Yr 1
Yr 2
Yr 3
Yr 4

Type
Yr 1
Yr 2
Yr 3
Yr 4
T tal

CRC
C st f
reducti n
Measure
c st
£
kWh
tCO2
(£)
69,709
1,435,490 422.8
287,252
5073.6
146,183 3,034,466
889
600,514
10,668
222,657 4,633,442 1,355
913,776
16,262
299,131 6,232,418 1,821
1,227,038
21,856
737,680 15,335,816 4,487
3,028,580
53,858
5.4.6 – C m lative savings over the program

29% of savings are from the behavio ral foc s of this programme. The additional
savings element of 71%will req ire capital investment and this is reso rced from
an Invest to Save f nd that is f lly repaid from the savings. The capital
investment will be paid back in less than 5 years.
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5.5

Sch

ls C mmunicati ns Plan

This section o tlines how we will comm nicate to schools abo t o r service, with a
view to both recr iting new schools as participants and keeping the wider schools
estate informed abo t o r activities.
Audiences
The target a diences for o r low carbon schools service are:
- Head teachers – witho t the s pport of a head teacher the school will
str ggle to take a whole school approach & to get all the other key
a dience members on board
- B siness Managers / B rsars – if we wish schools to invest to save we need
this gro p on board and convinced of the saving opport nities
- Caretakers and premises managers – are key to the nderstanding and
changing the r nning of a school b ilding s ccessf lly
- Governors – make the key schools decisions
Key messages
To enco rage schools to take part in f t re phases of the service, we will se the
following messages:
- Saving energy means saving money
- Saving energy aids resilience to increases in energy prices & risks to energy
s pply
- Will help increase competitiveness for comm nity se
- S stainable school work has been shown to improve p pil attainment
C mmunicati ns activities
We will ndertake the following comm nications activities thro gho t the
programme.
Recr iting
schools

D ring the
programme to
participating
schools:
D ring the
programme to
others

- Advertise the programme thro gh school news (a weekly b lletin that goes
o t to all schools) and at the head teachers and governors for ms
- Approach high energy sers by direct contact abo t taking part in the
programme
- Have a key contact in the school to pass on information and feedback work
done by the school
- One to one engagement
- Workshops & briefings
- Articles in school news and governors briefing
- Case st dies from programme shared with all schools
- Website pdates
- Senior level briefings to cllrs and senior management within the a thority
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5.6

Res urce Plan

This section looks at the people who will be involved with delivering and
s pporting the low carbon schools programme, and at how the work will be
f nded.
Delivery team
The low carbon schools programme will be led by the climate change team with
senior s pport from the climate change board. The programme will be delivered
with children and yo ng people’s service’s school assets team & b ilding
maintenance to help schools address their energy cons mption from all aspects of
school life. In conj nction with this, we will signpost schools to a thority teams
who can provide s pport on other s stainability topics. Specific responsibilities for
the programme delivery are highlighted in Appendix C.
Stakeh lder supp rt
Work on the low carbon schools programme will be fed into a n mber of gro ps
thro gh verbal or written pdates. The main decision making gro p for the
program is the climate change board: This meets every six to eight weeks.
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The main delivery gro p is the climate change implementation gro p. This meets
every 6-8 weeks, 2 weeks prior to the climate change board.

How the gro ps feed into the higher management boards at Warrington Boro gh
Co ncil is ill strated in the diagram below
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The key gro p to be kept informed to ens re a joined p working approach is the
S stainable schools and comm nities gro p. This gro p meets q arterly and is an
informal meeting between officers who work in and with schools on s stainability.
This gro p consists of:

Other gro ps will be kept informed abo t the programme. These incl de:
•
•
•
•

Ed cation for s stainable development in Cheshire and Warrington
(q arterly)
Head teachers and governors for ms (ann ally)
Transforming Warrington Programme Board (q arterly)
The p blic thro gh ann al pdates on the climate change web pages
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5.7

Successi n planning f r key r les

The low carbon schools programme implementation relies on the embedding of
the programme into the organisation and priorities of o r team.
Table 5.7.1 below shows the s ccession planning for o r organisation.
R le
Project
Sponsors

Project Lead

Dep ty Project
Lead

Acti n t reduce risk
Ens re that senior management team are reg larly
comm nicated to abo t the s ccess of the low carbon schools
pilot and have f ll nderstanding. A series of briefing notes are
being prod ced that will tell the story of the programme over
time. If the project sponsor leaves then the person who takes
this post will hold the agenda as part of their role.
Ens re the programme board and implementation gro p own
their aspects of the programme. Ens re dep ty project lead is
aware of any management decisions and project lead and
dep ty project lead comm nicate reg larly abo t the project. As
above this sho ld eliminate any problems if the project lead was
to leave.
The dep ty project lead will prod ce a g idance note abo t
where the components of the project are kept along with carbon
tr st g idance on how to se them. If this role was to be lost
then those above or those replacing the post holder wo ld be
able to contin e delivering the programme.

Table 5.7.1 S ccession planning for key roles in Warrington Boro gh Co ncils
carbon management plan
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5.8

M nit ring and evaluati n

This section o tlines a plan for how the low carbon schools programme will be
monitored.
The climate change team have a rigoro s monitoring programme in place for o r
carbon emissions for q antitative and q alitative data; the progress of o r schools
will be aligned with this process.
Any monitoring and eval ation will be fed back thro gh the stakeholder gro ps
described in section 5.5 thro gh verbal and written briefings.

Quantitative
What
Individ al progress report on
energy red ction for schools
who have already ndertaken
the programme
Energy and carbon red ction
across whole school estate
Progress with red ction targets

H w
Ann al energy cons mption
& £/p pil data

When
May ann ally

Extraction from ann al
carbon footprint report
Energy and carbon red ction
will be mapped alongside
targets

J ly ann ally

What
Progress with eco-schools

H w
Records of engagement &
when schools achieved an
award

Eval ation of aspects of the
programme

Q estionnaire to
participants

When
J ly ann ally
alongside the
energy and carbon
red ction report
April when
programme
finishes

J ly ann ally

Qualitative

In April 2015 when fo r years of the program have been delivered, a f ll review
will take place to look at what still needs to be achieved and how the programme
needs will be changed.
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6. Cl sing C mments
The work ndertaken on the low carbon schools pilot has highlighted to s that
thro gh this programme alone, we will not be able to red ce the emissions of the
school estate in line with o r carbon management plan target. The savings we can
realistically achieve with o r c rrent capacity are aro nd 13%. If we had the
capacity to work with all schools in Warrington over the co rse of the programme,
this wo ld rise to aro nd 20%.
Children in Warrington schools are set to increase. This will place even greater
press re on a school’s reso rces. To achieve the 40% o tlined in the carbon
management plan, we wo ld need stronger intervention and programmes.
There are a few key elements we feel wo ld be needed to do this:
• Efficient re-b ilds of o r least efficient school b ildings
• Stronger foc s from central government on s stainability in schools e.g. Ofsted
req irement to show energy red ction meas res.
• More staff/staff time to foc s on schools’ energy cons mption
• Capital f nding for invest to save projects that is not based on a loan principle
Most of these are o t of o r control as the c rrent financial sit ation does not
favo r these options. If the sit ation changes in the f t re, we will be able to
reassess o r priorities and we will seize an y opport nity to invest in school
energy red ction.
In the mean time we feel that this is a rob st, deliverable plan that will enable s
to begin to tackle Warrington Boro gh Co ncil’s school estate and we will
endeavo r to identify f rther opport nities that will assist s in p shing o r
achievements f rther.
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APPENDICES

A. Fact rs used t

calculate

ur carb n f

tprint

Unit C nversi n Fact rs
Data S urce

Defra website

Date

October 2010

Electricity
Nat ral gas
Gas Oil (Diesel, 35
sec)
B rning Oil
(Kerosene, 28 sec)
LPG (Propane)
Coal
Wood chip
Wood pellet
Other f el

1

kWh

=

1.00

kWh

0.545

1

kWh

=

1.00

kWh

0.185

1

litres

=

10.96

kWh

0.275

1

litres

=

10.31

kWh

0.246

1

litres

=

6.98

kWh

0.214

1

tonnes

=

7,250.00

kWh

0.317

1

tonnes

=

3,889.00

kWh

0.016

1

tonnes

=

4,722.00

kWh

0.039

1

kWh

=

1.00

kWh

0.000
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kg
CO2/kWh
kg
CO2/kWh
kg
CO2/kWh
kg
CO2/kWh
kg
CO2/kWh
kg
CO2/kWh
kg
CO2/kWh
kg
CO2/kWh
kg
CO2/kWh

Appr ach map / GANTT chart
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Climate Change Officer

Climate Change Officer

Climate Change Officer

Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer

Climate
Climate
Climate
Climate

Despatch confirmations & follow p delegates
Complete toolkit & school performances
Prepare school b siness case reports
Consider reso rces to be sed, tailor to LA
req irements
R n la nch event & school action planning
Sch ls Supp rt
Liaise with schools maintain moment m/interest
One to One meeting on energy behavio rs
change & eco schools

Change
Change
Change
Change

Climate Change Officer

Book ven e for la nch/recr itment
event/prepare agenda

Owner/Acti n By
Pr ject Steps
L cal Auth rity Team & Planning
Define & agree project team
Climate Change Board
Consider & review Low Carbon Reso rces &
Climate Change Board
Service
Consider & review target savings & objectives
Climate Change Board
Define project programme, deliverables & dates
Climate Change Officer
Project team meeting organisation
Climate Change Officer
Comm nication & links to broader LA schools
Climate Change Officer
services
Sch ls selecti n/recruitment & Launch Event
Consider method for schools selection
Climate Change Officer &
Program Sponsor
Prepare comm nication to schools (interest
Climate Change Officer
raising & recr itment req est)

B.
A M J

J

A S O N D J

F M

Officer
Officer
Team

Officer

Climate Change Officer
Climate Change Officer
Climate Change Officer

R n sharing/celebration event

Follow p with schools ann ally
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Climate Change Officer

Climate Change Officer
Climate Change Officer
Climate Change Officer

Climate Change Manager /
Energy Officer

Climate Change
Energy Officer
Climate Change
Climate Change
Climate Change

Climate Change Officer,
Energy Officer, B ilding
Maintenance Unit
Energy Officer
B ilding Maintenance Unit
Climate Change Officer

Sch ls sharing & celebrati n event
Enco rage schools to complete case st dies
Prepare for sharing/celebration event
Book ven e, sec re speakers, incl ding case
st dies & organise invites for schools and
s pport services
Prepare event materials & programme
performance feedback
Confirm & follow p delegates

Invest to Save meas res b siness case
developed & schools agree to f nding
Manage Invest to Save implementation schemes

One to One meeting abo t energy a dits
Governor briefing on invest to Save

Assess implementation & collate energy savings
AMR workshop/g idance

A bespoke energy a dit for each school
Workshop for caretakers on heating
Liaise with school & complete schools toolkit
project register

Pr ject Steps
Prepare for reso rces & dates for demonstration
workshops

Owner/Acti n By

A M J

J

A S O N D J

F M

Climate Change Team

Climate Change Officer
Climate Change Officer
Climate Change Officer
Climate Change Officer

Fund ng through
Invest to save pr dential borrowing

Resource gu dance
Whole school approach to energy saving
Understanding AMR
Taking control of yo r heating

Administration + comm nications
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Ong ing supp rt f r all sch
3 eco-schools meeting
1 to 1 with other schools
T tal
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477

180

1
1
1

90

T tal

Climate Change Officer
Climate Change Officer

BMU
Climate Change Officer

Caretaker engagement
Governors briefing

ls

7

Energy Officer
7
7

63

Energy Officer

48
24

48

Time
(h urs)

An energy a dit
Gro p s pport on
Benefits of AMR: why invest?

Bespoke for schools:

Climate Change Team
Climate Change Officer

Understand energy a dits
Staff engagement

Wh

ls Pr gramme

Climate Change Officer

f L w Carb n Sch

What
One to one support on
Energy behavio r change & progressing
thro gh eco-schools

C. C st

£1,458
£1,750
£3,208

£20,543

£8,750

£49
£49
£49

£4,762

£370
£340

£340

£3,333

£2,333
£1,167

£2,333

C st
staff
time

£100

£100

£2,505

£10
£10
£10

£2,475

C st

3 per year
1 meeting per month

2 days per month

Printing
Printing
Printing

1 day per school for initial project research

Delivery & small amo nt of prep
Delivery & small amo nt of prep

Delivery & small amo nt of prep

Ass ming we need to contract o t for 5 & the other
7 are completed by o r energy officer or they have
a recent a dit

4 ho rs per school, prep, meeting & follow p work
2 ho rs per school incl ding prep

4 ho rs per school, prep, meeting & follow p work

C mment

D.

Identified

pp rtunities

O r Low Carbon School Service will progress the following carbon red ction
opport nities (s mmarised in section 5.2). This project list is not excl sive.
Projects for schools will be identified thro gh the a dit program and those that
arise will be investigated and paybacks worked o t.
•

Active labelling f light switches & Switching ff lighting when n t
required –Schools often have m ltiple light switches and freq ently
excessive lighting is installed within classrooms. Significant savings can be
delivered by assessing what lights do not need to be switched on and
labelling light switches and actively enco raging staff and p pils to switch off
all lighting when not req ired.

•

IT labelling - The active labelling of all eq ipment (switches and pl gs) so
that all school sers know what they can switch off. Red dots mean do not
to ch, amber dots means eq ipment can be switched off after ens ring that
no-one is sing it, green dots mean eq ipment can be switched off when not
in se. This gives staff and p pils clear instr ctions to help red ce electricity
cons mption from I.T eq ipment.

•

Reducti n f ut- f-h urs electricity – Whilst schools are increasingly
being sed for comm nity activities and extended ho rs of se the b ildings
are still closed for a s bstantial time, typically 5,000 – 6,000 ho rs per year.
The leaving on of eq ipment, services and lighting o t-of-ho rs is the major
electricity waste in schools and cond cting reg lar o t-of-ho rs checks to
red ce the eq ipment left on delivers s bstantial savings. An o t-of-ho rs
check sho ld be cond cted after the school is vacated to record and switch
off all nnecessary electrical eq ipment.

•

Adjustments t heating temperatures, Impr ved heating time c ntr l
– The management of heating is a complex iss e and the recognition that
this will benefit by forming a school heating control management team to
involve the premises, b siness/b rsar and administration f nctions is
important, if control settings are to be optimised to deliver energy savings. A
foc ssed and systematic approach to time and temperat re settings delivers
s bstantial savings within the schools.

•

B iler replacement, heating c ntr l upgrades, Installati ns f TRV’s
(Therm static Radiat r Valves) – A n mber of o r schools have systems
that were p t in many years ago. Upgrading heating systems to new,
efficient options will red ce the schools heating energy se.

•

Pipe and valve insulati n –Whilst the majority of o r boiler ho ses have
pipework ins lation fitted, o r work with schools often demonstrates that
valves and flanges remain nins lated and some areas of pipework have
ins lation missing. The majority of o r boilerho ses can benefit from f rther
ins lation and this is a cost effective meas re to be implemented across o r
schools.

•

Cavity wall insulati n, l ft insulati n - Cavity wall and loft ins lation is
installed in some of o r schools b t many have none or old ins lation which
needs topping p. This is a meas re we will be looking to roll o t across as
many of schools as possible.

•

Draught-pr fing – Many of o r school b ildings s ffer from excessive
infiltration thro gh poorly fitting windows and doors. This is partic larly a
concern for o r older schools, fitted with metal frame windows. It is a
relatively straightforward and cost effective meas re to fit dra ght stripping
where there are excessive gaps aro nd windows.

•

Aut matic Lighting c ntr ls – A tomatic lighting controls to switch off
lights, when there is no occ pancy are partic larly sef l in intermittently
occ pied areas of o r schools, s ch as sports halls, laboratories, temporary
classrooms, etc. In addition, external lighting benefits from both photo-cell
and occ pancy sensing.

•

Lighting replacements – There remains a s bstantial amo nt of old T12
fl orescent lighting and even t ngsten filament b lbs in corridors, c pboards
and service rooms. Electrical savings in excess of 50% can be achieved by
replacing fl orescent lights with modern high freq ency, mirror reflector, T5,
tri phosphor lighting, or LED eq ivalents. In addition, all remaining t ngsten
b lbs sho ld be replaced with compact fl orescent lamps that deliver a
saving in the order of 80%.

•

V ltage Optimisati n – this technology will partic larly s it o r high
schools where there is a high energy se. Voltage optimisation smooths o t
voltage, red cing electricity waste.

E. Case Study

St M nica’s Cath lic Primary – Getting t
BACKGROUND
180 p pils aged between 4 - 11
Normal teaching ho rs: 8.55am – 3.30pm
School provides a breakfast and after
school cl b and a variety of extra c rric lar
provision, changing across the school year,
from sport, m sic and dance to ICT,
French and cooking.
The school ses 46,937 kWh of electricity
and 146,742 Kwh of gas ann ally. This
costs £ 8397 and emits 50 tonnes of CO2
St Monicas Primary school has been working on
the eco-schools program since 2009 and
achieved Bronze and Silver d ring 2009. Since
then they have been working on their program
b t needed an extra boost to get to green flag
now that energy is a comp lsory topic.
CASE STUDY METHOD
After seeing an advert for the low carbon schools
program on an eco schools e-mail. The school
decided to sign p beca se this was a priority
area for the school, being largely made p of old
b ildings and mobile classrooms, energy was an
area that Mrs Underwood (Eco coordinator) was
aware of b t ns re how to tackle.
The program gave str ct re to the school’s
energy work. The program showed what their
energy cons mption was compared to other
schools in Warrington and what the cons mption
was in £ per p pil. This gave Mrs Underwood the
information to comm nicate to other staff and
what the financial benefits wo ld be of red cing
energy in school.

St Mon ca’s Energy consumpt on
(red l ne)

Green Flag

The program set the school p with an energy
behavio r change action plan. This was in the
same format as their eco-school action plan so
was easy to incorporate.
From developing the plan, Izzie Underwood –
eco-coordinator – set abo t with the eco team on
their energy activities.
These incl de the
following:
•
Raising the stat s of the Eco Work by
forming this year’s Eco Committee from
elected representatives from each class
(working alongside the school co ncil);
•
Active labelling of light switches by Eco
Co ncillors;
•
Light monitors in each class to switch off
lighting in daylight and when room is
nocc pied;
•
IT eq ipment switch-off (incl ding active
labelling, and a move towards teaching
on laptops instead of a s ite of
comp ters left on all day);
•
Red cing o t-of ho rs electrical load
(Staff instr cted to switch off at the pl g
at the end of the school day);
•
Staff briefed not to have windows open
and radiators on f ll; heating adj sted on
radiators if classrooms get too hot);
•
Warrington Watt Watchers invited into
school again to reinforce the energy
saving message;
•
Taking part in a pilot lesson, teaching Y6
abo t se of fossil f els thro gh m sic;
•
Assemblies at key stage and wholeschool level to keep the initiative high
profile;
•
Information displayed on the Eco Display
board, showing weekly meter readings
for electricity and gas;
•
Eco s rvey to gather information abo t
o r work from children and parents –
res lts p blished on the Eco Pages of o r
school website;
•
Taking on board recommendations from
an Energy A dit carried o t by an
assessor (commissioned by the Climate
Change
team
at
Warrington).

Active labelling enco rages p pil confidence at getting
involved
RESULTS
By ndertaking a n mber of the projects on the program St Monica’s will see financial savings, the
predicted saving
Opp rtunity

Type

£

kWh

tCO2

Active labelling of light switches

Electricity

201

1,877

1.0

Switch off lighting when not req ired

Electricity

29

268

0.1

IT eq ipment switch-off

Electricity

108

1,006

0.5

Red cing o t-of-ho rs electrical load

Electricity

348

3,253

1.8

Adj stments to heating temperat res

Fossil F el

84

3,669

0.7

Electricity

685

6,404

3

Fossil F el

84

3,669

1

Total
% saving f r
sch l

770

10,072

4

9

5

8

The school are looking to apply for their Green Flag award in the term after completing the Low
Carbon Schools program.
“At St. Mon ca’s, we are comm tted to embedd ng the behav our-change necessary for n t at ves to
succeed n the long term. S nce 2009, we have ntroduced events that may have started out as
novel deas but have s nce become part of our every-day pract ce (eg. regular B g T dy events,
recycl ng, compost ng and grow ng our own produce). It takes t me for staff and pup ls al ke to
break bad hab ts and for energy-sav ng behav our to become second nature. Persever ng s
worthwh le for so many reasons, however, that I was determ ned to keep nagg ng unt l I could see
progress! Th s has been the f nal p ece of the Green Flag j gsaw puzzle for us… although we know
that what we have started needs to cont nue and there are always areas n wh ch mprovements can
be made. It feels really good to look back and see how far we’ve come.”
Izz e Underwood

Cherry Tree Primary Sch l – Active Labelling
Switches
BACKGROUND
215 p pils and aged between 4 and 11
Normal teaching ho rs are between
9.00 to 3.15pm for Infants and 9.00am
and 3.30pm for j niors.
Breakfast and after school cl bs r n
each day from 8.00am to 6.00pm.
The school
sed 63,390 kWh of
electricity ann ally which costs £6,815
and emits 35 tonnes of CO2 emissions.
A There is not a typical classroom layo t in
terms of lighting or circ its, however all are
fl orescent and all have a whiteboard.
Despite the ability to control the lighting
rows individ ally and to have a selection on,
whilst others remain off, it is s al for all
lighting in classrooms and corridors to be
switched on thro gh the day. Cherry Tree
identified that some of these rows of lighting
do not need to be on nder normal daylight
conditions. They therefore implemented a
programme of active labelling of light
switches which enables active management;
leaving off a proportion of the lights
everyday nless it is a dark day and there is
a need to override this strategy.
CASE STUDY METHOD
The key iss e was to assess which lighting
circ its co ld be switched off whilst
maintaining effective light levels in the
rooms. Where this is not possible lighting is
switched off at playtimes/l nchtime and
when the classroom is not in se e.g. for PE,
ICT etc. The eco team with Mrs Kinzett and
Mrs Matthews did a s rvey of the school to
see where this co ld be done. The lights in
each room were switched on and assessed
for lighting level, switching arrangement and
amo nt of windows/daylight. The assessment
was on a d ll day, and as a Health & Safety
Iss e in corridors we decided this was not
possible. (Switches control both lighting in
the classroom and corridors).
After the assessment, excess lighting was
labelled in every room thro gho t the school.
Switches that sho ld remain off were labelled
with a red sticker nless overridden by the
teacher in certain circ mstances.
We also
labelled all the pl g sockets in school in the
same way with orange being can be t rned
off when not in se and green can be t rned
off at any time.
The active labelling message is that the red
marked switches indicate ‘Do Not To ch’, and

f Light

are always left off to deliver the savings. If
there is a visibility iss e (e.g. early in the
morning in winter, or on a partic larly dark
day) then the teacher can override this and
switch all lights on.
The programme was comm nicated to all
staff and p pils to ens re that everyone is
aware of the method and that switches
marked red sho ld not be to ched. This was
achieved by the eco team giving an assembly
and reporting back to their classes abo t the
program and in a f ll staff meeting.

This is a light combination switch.

The red light indicates lights in the porch
which do not need to be on d ring the day
(red – do not to ch), the other two labelled
green can be t rned on and off as the room
is being sed/not sed.
SAVINGS
The res lts of the active labelling of lighting
programme showed that 3% of lighting
co ld remain switched off permanently. It is
estimated that this initiative will save £82.
This small easy meas re delivers 1% saving
on the school’s electricity bill. Every penny
co nts!
Polly Matthews, School B siness Manager has
expressed her s pport for the initiative: “this
has proved to be an extremely effective way
to red ce electricity cons mption, and will
help to involve all p pils and to maintain the
moment m of saving”.

Bruche C mmunity Primary Sch
Switch-Off
BACKGROUND
-

-

172 p pils aged 3 – 11
Normal teaching ho rs 8.50 am - 3.20
pm
Additional opening ho rs and activities
3.30 pm - 4.30 pm Mon-Th rs, pl s 68pm Th rs
111,565 kWh of electricity cons med
per year costing £13,200 & emitting 61
tonnes CO2.

Br che Comm nity Primary decided to
implement an IT eq ipment switch-off
initiative to ens re that eq ipment that was
s ally left on, or on standby, was switched
off when not req ired. Across school there
are laptops, PCs, whiteboards, projectors &
printers. These items are reg larly left on, or
on standby, for extended periods when not
req ired d ring the day and o t-of-ho rs.
This was identified as one of the key saving
meas res that co ld be improved by an
awareness strategy.

l – IT Equipment

Amber highlights eq ipment which
sho ld be switched off, after ens ring that
no-one is sing it
•
Red Do not to ch. This eq ipment
sho ld not be switched off.

•

This was then comm nicated to all staff and
p pils in order to ens re that all members of
the school were aware of the new system
and wo ld then become involved in switching
off all items with green and amber labels.
This was achieved by the eco warriors, who
delivered a whole school assembly. The staff
was informed and shared ideas d ring a staff
meeting.
We also have a ‘Snitch List’ for the eco
warriors to go aro nd the school and report
anything left on nnecessarily over l nch or
break times.
The school also decided to replace their
desktop comp ters with laptops as a cost
saving exercise. This means 19 PCs were
removed and replaced with laptops.

CASE STUDY METHOD
A s rvey was cond cted thro gho t the
school by Miss Worley and the eco-team.
Each room was assessed in order to see what
eq ipment it contained and which had been
left on, or on standby, nnecessarily. Each
item, incl ding its location, was then
recorded on a master list.

We sed red, yellow and green stars on the
switches so children know what they can t rn
off.

SAVINGS
This is the year 6 classroom. All classrooms
besides n rsery and reception are of this
layo t.
All recorded IT eq ipment was allocated a
colo r sticker sing a simple traffic light
coding system:
•

Green indicates eq ipment which
sho ld be switched off when not in se

The labelling of switches and pl g sockets
has enabled everyone to act to save. It is
estimated that this initiative will save £394
and 2.4 tCO2 per ann m. This single
meas re delivers 3% saving on the school’s
electricity bill.
Karen Banister, School Admin Officer has
expressed her s pport for the initiative: “This
is an easy initiative to ndertake and the
simple labelling of switches will contin e to
remind s and enable s all to play o r part”.

Culcheth Primary – Getting t
BACKGROUND
200 p pils aged between 4 - 11
Normal teaching ho rs – 8.50 – 15.15.
School open on T esday and Th rsday
evenings for Z mba Classes and
Slimming
World,
and
Sat rday
morning for a body b ilding class.
The school
ses 58,016 kWh of
electricity and 178,078 Kwh of gas
ann ally. This costs £ 10,304 and
emits 68 tonnes of CO2 ann ally
C lcheth Primary school has been working on
the eco-schools program since 2009 and
achieved Bronze and Silver d ring 2009.
Since then they have been working on their
program b t needed an extra boost to get to
green flag now that energy is a comp lsory
topic
CASE STUDY METHOD

Green Flag

The program set the school
p with an
energy behavio r change action plan.
This was in the same format as their ecoschool action plan so was easy to
incorporate.
From developing the plan Gill Coon – ecocoordinator set abo t with the eco team on
their energy activities.
The Eco Team vol nteered to monitor lights
sed d ring l nch times. Classrooms where
lights and IWB projectors are left on are
‘named and shamed’ at the weekly whole
school assembly.
All lights switches have been labelled and
polite notices to switch off projectors have
been p t on walls to remind the ad lts and
children to switch off when not in se.
All IT eq ipment is switched off when not
needed and checked at the end of the day.

After seeing an advert for the low carbon
schools program on the internet. The school
decided to sign p beca se we believe that
small steps m st be taken now in order to
look after o r planet now and for f t re
generations.
The program gave str ct re to the schools
energy work. The program showed schools
what
their
energy
cons mption
was
compared to other schools in Warrington and
what the cons mption was in £ per p pil.
This gave the contact staff information to
comm nicate to other staff and what the
financial benefits wo ld be of achieving the
targets the climate change team at the
co ncil have.

The Eco Teams daily monitoring of the lights
in each classroom
RESULTS
The school are looking to apply for their
Green Flag award in the term after
completing the Low Carbon Schools program.
•
•

•

The School’s Energy Level has moved
from E to D.
Children
are
more
aware
of
nnecessary
lighting
when
classrooms and corridors are not in
se.
All items on the external Energy
A dit have been or are being
addressed.

Amanda Smith, Head teacher has expressed
her s pport for the initiative: “this has
proved to be an extremely effective way to
help the school get its Green Flag, as well as
this we have benefited from the other energy
advice and s pport on the program which is
helping s to monitor and red ce o r energy
bills more effectively.”

Christchurch C

f E Primary sch l – Switch Off Lighting
When N t Required

BACKGROUND
Old b ilding b ilt in 1843
324 p pils from age 4 – age 11
75,740 kWh of electricity costing
£8,749 emitting 71 tonnes CO2.

nocc pied. This was achieved by the head
e-mailing staff abo t the importance of
energy saving and the eco team prod cing
posters and telling others in assembly and
class time abo t what they were doing.

It was common for the lights to be left on in
the classrooms thro gho t the day.
In
partic lar, this was a clear waste when
classrooms were nocc pied and on s nny
days when there was adeq ate daylight and
the lights co ld have been switched off.
Therefore, Christch rch Primary decided to
take forward a lighting switch-off campaign.
CASE STUDY METHOD
The class eco-reps agreed to become lighting
monitors for their own classroom, where
there were two or more reps they agreed
between themselves who wo ld take this
role. The lighting monitors were tasked to
observe the level of daylight thro gho t the
school day, and to match this to the se of
lighting within the room. If the lighting
monitor considers there to be eno gh nat ral
daylight to work comfortably at the desks,
they switch off the lights. This behavio r is
embedded thro gh contin ed monitoring.

Lighting left on nnecessarily in classroom

Lighting monitors were also tasked to ens re
the appropriate se of blinds to avoid the
freq ent sit ation where lights are left on
and blinds are closed.
The lighting monitors, along with all p pils
and staff, were also made aware of the need
to switch lights off when the classrooms are
vacated.
The programme was comm nicated to all
staff and p pils to ens re that everyone is
aware of the method and that lights sho ld
be switched off when there is adeq ate
nat ral daylight, or when the room becomes

Witho t lighting left on everything is still clear
and visible

Posters and stickers sed to enco rage switch
off

SAVINGS
The estimated savings from implementing
this initiative are £875 and 5 tCO2 per
ann m. This single meas re delivers 10%
saving on the school’s electricity bill.
Mr. Williams (Head teacher) has expressed
her s pport for the initiative: “this has
proved to be an extremely effective way to
red ce electricity cons mption. Nominating
lighting monitors is a great way to involve all
p pils and to maintain the moment m of
saving”.

St Albans Sch

l – Recycling Champi ns
to r of the comm nity recycling facility.

BACKGROUND
•
•
•

231 p pils aged 3-11
Normal teaching ho rs 8.50am-3.00pm
After school activities Mon-Fri 3-4pm
Breakfast cl b every morning from 8am

The school attained the bronze eco award
and a presentation of the certificate was
ndertaken by Phil Chadwick on Friday 2nd
December.

The school were nhappy with the levels of
litter and waste that were aro nd the school
gro nds. Phil Chadwick the co ncils Waste
Ed cation and Promotions Officer was invited
to visit the school and work with the st dents
to solve the problem.
OBJECTIVES
•
•

To red ce litter and increase recycling
and composting at the school
Attain the bronze eco schools award, and
se the knowledge and experience to
progress thro gh silver and green flag.

CASE STUDY METHOD
To achieve their objectives the school
developed an action plan, with realistic
objectives and time scales. To do this an
initial meeting was ndertaken with Mrs
McGrath, Mr O’Callaghan, the Eco cl b and
Phil Chadwick to decide the best way
forwards. The action plan that was developed
can be .seen overleaf.
ACHIEVEMENTS & SAVINGS
Children and staff from St Albans visited the
waste ed cation centre at Gatewarth; a good
time was had by all with the children
complementing the class room work with a

School inspection res lted in a litter pick and
cleans p of the school gro nds significantly
red cing litter and waste,
The school c rrently have 2 x 1100L bl e
bins (provided by Warrington Boro gh
co ncil for free) and 4 x 1100L resid al
waste bins that they pay for. The school
saves approximately £ 800 per year by
recycling thro gh this co ncil scheme.
CONCLUSION
Time, effort and commitment from schools
staff and the waste team has ed cated and
energised the children who are now taking

more of an ownership of the school and its
s rro ndings. Staff intend to lead by
example at all times, ens ring that red ce,
re se and recycle is a priority for the school

Warrington Borough Council
New Town House, Butermarket Street
Warrington
WA1 2NH
Tel: 01925 443322
www.warrington.gov.uk
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TITLE OF REPORT: LOCAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK – ‘LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT SCHEME’
1.

PURPOSE

1.1. The report is concerned with revisions to the Council’s Local Development
Framework (LDF) ‘Local Development Scheme’ (LDS) which, in accordance
with legislation sets out the scope and content of statutory development plan
documents to be produced over the next three years.

1.2. It is intended that the programme will continue to be subject to regular review to
take account of changing circumstances, the findings of the Annual Monitoring
Report (published every December) and to ensure there continues to be a
realistic and achievable programme for the preparation of both statutory and
non-statutory planning policy documents.
1.3. It is necessary to obtain the approval of the Board for the Revised Local
Development Scheme in order to ensure that future work commitments are
agreed and that the document can be published on the Council’s website.
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2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The Local Development Scheme (LDS) outlines the Local Development
Documents that the Council proposes to prepare, maintain, adopt and include
within the Local Development Framework. The LDS lists the documents,
indicates the subject matter and sets the timetable for preparation and revision
of the documents. The current LDS came into effect in March 2010 but this is
now somewhat out of date.

3.2

Previously, Warrington’s Local Development Scheme had to be submitted to,
and approved by Government Office North West before it could formally take
effect. The Localism Bill as published in December 2011, retained the
requirement for local planning authorities to prepare Local Development
Schemes, however, local planning authorities no longer need to submit a
Local Development Scheme to the Secretary of State for approval. Councils
are however, still required to keep the document up to date and make it
available to the public.

3.3

It is important that the content of the LDS is kept under review, reflects local
priorities and sets a realistic timetable, as the Council's performance will be
assessed against the scheme through the Annual Monitoring Report.

3.4

The LDS review is primarily prompted by a need to update the Core Strategy
production timetable which is now out of date due to a number of factors. In
addition, it has become apparent that there is a need to produce a Joint Waste
and Minerals Development Plan Document (DPD) and Allocations DPD
following the adoption of the Core Strategy. A number of Supplementary
Planning Documents are also likely to need updating to support the
implementation of policies within the Core Strategy once adopted.

4.

SUMMARY OF KEY CHANGES

4.1

The key changes from the LDS approved in 2010 set out in the document are
as follows:
•

•
•
•

Significant progress has been made on the Core Strategy. The Council has
recently undertaken an informal consultation stage on the Pre Publication
Draft of the document. It is expected that the Proposed Submission Draft will
be subject to formal consultation in May 2012.
Work has been completed on the Bank Park Development Brief
Supplementary Planning Document included in the 2010 LDS.
Work has been completed on the Design and Construction Supplementary
Planning Document included in the 2010 LDS.
Through the emerging evidence base and work on the Core Strategy, it has
become apparent that an Allocations Development Plan Document will
need to be prepared in order to:
84
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o safeguard land to meet the accommodation needs of Gypsy and
Travellers and Travelling Showpeople;
o safeguard land proven as required to support the implementation of
priority transport initiatives; and
o detailed land designations for employment development at Omega.
•

•

Work on the Core Strategy has also identified that in order to deliver the level
of policy required for waste and minerals issues in Warrington, a specific
Development Plan Document to be known as the Joint Waste and Minerals
Development Plan Document needs to be produced. A separate DPD offers
the most effective approach for dealing with waste and minerals issues across
the borough, in so far as implementing the principles of sustainable waste
management for all waste streams and assisting in the provision of a steady
and sustainable supply of minerals.
Whilst there is no longer a formal requirement to identify Supplementary
Planning Documents within the Local Development Scheme, the work
programme for specific SPDs which will need to be updated following the
adopted of the Core Strategy are included for information. This includes the:
o Design and Construction SPD;
o Open Space and Recreation SPD;
o Affordable Housing SPD;
o Planning Obligations SPD; and
o House Extensions Supplementary Planning Guidance note.

4.2

The revised LDS represents an effective programme of plan preparation that
is relevant to updated circumstances and will deliver an appropriate Local
Development Framework for the Council.

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

The programme for delivery of the Local Development Framework in so far as
the Core Strategy is concerned will be achieved within existing resources.
Production of the Allocations DPD can also be met through existing resources,
as can the review of SPDs, although the Joint Waste and Minerals DPD is
likely to require specialist knowledge and experience which is not currently
available 'in house'. The production of the Joint Waste and Minerals DPD is
therefore likely to require support from experienced consultants for which no
budget is currently allocated.

5.2

It must also be recognised that resources within Development Services are
currently at capacity and in this regard simultaneously progressing a series of
Local Development Documents over the next three years will be challenging
with existing resources.

6.

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1

Failure to have an up to date approved LDS would be contrary to national
legislative requirements. The absence of an up to date LDS also jeopardises
effective service planning with regards to informed decisions associated with
resource allocation.
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7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

The Statement of Community Involvement will ensure that hard to reach
groups are included in consultations on development control applications and
the production of planning policy documents. Other parts of the Local
Development Framework will be subject to Sustainability Appraisal and
Equality Impact Assessment in accordance with statutory and locally approved
requirements.

8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

The LDS sets out a work programme for Local Development Document
production and has therefore not been the subject of wide consultation.

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

9.1

Changes to the current Local Development Scheme are necessary to ensure
that it remains relevant and up-to-date, and consistent with government
guidance.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

The Executive Board is recommended to approve the revised Local
Development Scheme to ensure future work programmes are agreed for the
preparation of both statutory and non-statutory planning policy documents.

11.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
•
•
•
•
•

The Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2004;
The Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Amendment
Regulations 2008;
The Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) (Amendment)
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Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 This document is the Council's fifth Local Development Scheme (LDS). This LDS describes
what the Council is going to do to prepare new and revised planning policies over the next three years.
The three-year programme includes "consultation milestones" to inform the public about opportunities
to get involved with the plan making process and to let them know the likely dates for involvement.
1.2 An Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) is produced in December each year and includes a section
reviewing progress against the milestones established in the LDS, assessing whether adjustments are
necessary and identifying new entries. This LDS takes into account the seventh AMR dated December
2011.
1.3 Preparation and review of the LDS remains a mandatory requirement under the Planning &
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. The Act introduced a new system of Local Development Documents
(LDDs) within what is known as the Local Development Framework (LDF).
1.4 There are two types of Local Development Documents: Development Plan Documents (DPDs)
and Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs). DPDs, along with the Regional Spatial Strategy
(RSS) to be prepared by the Regional Planning Body comprise the statutory development plan, which
is the basis upon which all planning decisions are made.
1.5 Previously, Warrington’s Local Development Scheme had to be submitted to and approved by
Government Office North West before it could formally take effect. The Localism Act as published in
December 2011 and retained the requirement for local planning authorities to prepare Local Development
Schemes, however, Local planning authorities no longer need to submit a Local Development Scheme
to the Secretary of State for approval. Councils are however, still required to keep the document up to
date and make it available to the public.
1.6 It is important that the content of the LDS is kept under review, reflects local priorities and sets
a realistic timetable, as the Council's performance will increasingly be measured against the scheme
through the Annual Monitoring Report.
1.7 The LDS review is primarily prompted by a need to update the Core Strategy production timetable
which is now out of date due to a number of factors. It has become apparent that there is a need to
progress a Minerals and Waste and Site Allocations DPD following the adoption of the Core Strategy.
The timescales for their production is set out in Section 4.
1.8 There has also been a review of consultation arrangements in the light of the changes to policy
and practice guidance in PPS12 and associated documents including the Town and Country Planning
(Local Development)(England)(Amendment) Regulations 2008. This is also factored into the production
timescales for future Development Plan Documents. It should also be noted that the Royal Assent of
the Localism Act, the pending revocation of the Regional Spatial Strategies and publication of the final
National Planning Policy Framework have been taken into account during the LDS production.
1.9 The Council is committed to the programme set out in this LDS because of the benefits that an
up to date and effective development plan and supplementary policies can have, including:
Community commitment to the future of an area;
Providing a means for coordinating infrastructure and land use related activities of different
departments, agencies and organisations;
Promoting regeneration and investment, by creating certainty and commitment to change and
improvement;
Providing a strongly justified basis for successful negotiations over development proposals and
for developer contributions.
Providing an up to date development plan in line with the draft National Planning Policy Framework
to allow the local determination of planning applications.
1.10 The LDS will be reviewed as required to take account of progress on the programme and
monitoring of the adopted policies. The LDS was approved by Executive Board on the 16th April 2012.
2
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2 Warrington's Local Development Framework
2.1

The general structure of Warrington's Local Development Framework is set out in Diagram 1.
Local Development Framework

Development Plan
Documents

Statement of Community
Involvement

Core Strategy
(forthcoming)
Allocations DPD
(forthcoming)

Local Development
Scheme

Joint Waste & Minerals
DPD (forthcoming)

Supplementary Planning
Documents

Annual Monitoring Report

Saved Policies
2.2 The Warrington Borough Council Unitary Development Plan (UDP) was adopted in January
2006. An application was made to the Secretary of State in June 2008 to save the majority of the
policies in the UDP beyond the transitional 3 year period afforded by Planning & Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004.
2.3 Appendix 4 contains a schedule of all the UDP policies, whether they were saved by the Secretary
of State beyond January 2009 or not and which policies within the Core Strategy will replace them.
The schedule also illustrates where previous UDP polices are now covered by national planning
guidance or other legislation and identifies if additional SPDs are required to expand on the existing
policy.
Development Plan Documents
2.4 The immediate focus of planning policy work continues to be the development of the Core
Strategy which will look to deliver the spatial aspects of the current Sustainable Community Strategy.
Work is currently underway to replace the SCS with a 'Health & Wellbeing Strategy'. However, it is
understood that this is likely to take forward the principles outlined in the SCS.
2.5
Warrington’s Core Strategy has been developed over a period of three years through a
comprehensive and inclusive process. Each stage of the process has involved engaging with the
general public and stakeholders and the outcomes of this consultation have been important in shaping
and refining the document.
2.6
Significant progress has been made on drafting the actual Core Strategy document and
accompanying background papers. The most recent stage involved publishing a Pre-Publication Draft
of the Core Strategy for public consultation in December 2011. It is important to note that this stage of
consultation was not formally required by the statutory regulations and in this regard represented an
additional and voluntary stage of consultation.
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2.7 Since the adoption of the 2010 LDS, there have been significant changes in the context in which
the Core Strategy is being prepared. In May 2010, the Coalition Government stated their intention to
abolish Regional Spatial Strategies. Publication of the draft National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
in July 2011 also required careful consideration during the drafting of the Core Strategy document.
The NPPF aims to reduce over 1000 pages of National Planning Policy guidance to just over 50 pages.
These events will potentially have significant implications for local policies and for development
management. The weight that should be attributed to the draft Framework in decision making and plan
making has been the subject of significant debate, but drafting of Warrington's Core Strategy has
sought to take this document into account. This has meant that some policy approaches have had to
be changed or clarified, and additional policies have had to be included to avoid a policy vacuum that
could be created by losing policies at a national and regional level. A further review of the drafted
policies within the Core Strategy will also need to be undertaken when the final version of the NPPF
has been published.
2.8 The Context and Supporting statement highlights more specific matters that have affected
progress and that now need to be taken into account.
2.9 In addition, whilst delays in Core Strategy production have resulted from a number of factors it
became apparent that the consultation arrangements originally envisaged as a result of changes to
the Regulations in 2008 could be refined further to reflect the spirit of the changes to the regulations,
i.e. consultation should be proportionate and tailored to the issue being considered. It was therefore
considered appropriate to amend the Core Strategy timetable to reflect a more flexible informal
consultation period prior to publication, which allows minimal slippage in timescales. The revised
timetable for the Core Strategy is set out in Section 4 of the LDS.
2.10 Work on the Core Strategy has identified that in order to deliver the level of policy required for
waste and minerals issues in Warrington, a specific Development Plan Document to be known as the
Joint Waste and Minerals Development Plan Document needs to be produced. Previously it was
assumed that such issues would be dealt with within the Core Strategy itself and hence the previous
LDS did not identify the need for a separate DPD. Now that the Core Strategy is at a more advanced
stage however, it has become apparent that a separate DPD offers the most effective approach for
dealing with waste and minerals issues across the borough, in so far as implementing the principles
of sustainable waste management for all waste streams and assisting in the provision of a steady and
sustainable supply of minerals.
2.11 The 2010 LDS set out that an outcome of the Core Strategy may be that an Allocations
Development Plan Document may be required. This requirement has now been confirmed and it is
apparent that once the Core Strategy is adopted, the production of an Allocations DPD will need to
commence in order to:
safeguard land to meet the accommodation needs of Gypsy and Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople;
safeguard land proven as required to support the implementation of priority transport initiatives;
and
detailed land designations for employment development at Omega.
2.12 Section 4 of this LDS sets out a schedule of proposed new Local Development Documents to
be prepared by Warrington Borough Council together with their roles, chains of conformity and main
milestones to adoption. A summary table is also included providing an overview of the process for
preparing the LDDs.
2.13 The Proposals Map is currently the one incorporated in the adopted UDP but this will be
updated when the Core Strategy is adopted and updated as necessary to reflect subsequent
development plan documents are adopted.

4
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Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents
2.14 The Supplementary Planning Guidance and Supplementary Planning Documents listed in
Appendix 1 have been approved and adopted in association with the relevant UDP saved policies.
2.15 A significant opportunity to consider a comprehensive approach to the improvement of the Bank
Park area of Warrington town centre arose following the relocation of the Primary Care Trust's clinic
building from Garven Place onto the now disused Warrington Baths site. A SPD was prepared which
set out the main planning and development principles upon which improvement proposals for the Bank
Park area should be based. This involved identifying potential development sites that could contribute
to wider town centre regeneration as well as improvements to Bank Park. The Supplementary Planning
Document was adopted in October 2010 and has therefore been removed from the 2010 LDS.
2.16 In addition, the Design & Construction SPD was also adopted in October 2010 and contains a
number of distinct sections that consolidate, update and clarify a number of previous Supplementary
Planning Guidance notes, Planning Advice Notes and Supplementary Planning Documents that
specifically dealt with design issues in proposed new development. It is envisaged that this SPD will
be updated after the adoption of the Core Strategy to include revised policy references and new car
parking standards which will reflect current circumstances, take account of local accessibility and
national policy. The timetable for this is set out in Section 4.
2.17 Following a review of the content of the final NPPF and delivery of associated practice and
guidance notes, it may be necessary for the Council to produce a number of additional SPDs to provide
further policy guidance which may no longer be included at a national level.
Statement of Community Involvement
2.18 The first document produced for Warrington under the new system was the Statement of
Community Involvement (SCI). This was submitted for examination in July 2005 and in accordance
with the Inspector's recommendations, was adopted by the Council on the 27th March 2006 as the
basis for consultation on all new DPDs and SPDs.
2.19 Statutory requirements for community involvement have been revised by regulations issued in
June 2008. There is now a single requirement to consult during the preparation stages of the DPD in
a manner that is proportionate to the scale of issues involved. This proportionate approach already
underpins the processes set out in the SCI and it will continue to guide community involvement,
Particularly in relation to the Core Strategy.
2.20
Prompted by the changes to the Town and Country Planning (Local
Development)(England)(Amendment) Regulations 2008 and 2009, and the emergence of corporate
consultation strategies as well as those produced by the Local Strategic Partnership, it was considered
necessary to update the Statement of Community Involvement. The revised Statement of Community
Involvement was approved by Executive Board in April 2010.
2.21 In taking the Core Strategy and future DPDs forward, particular emphasis will be placed on
continuous engagement through direct discussions with delivery stakeholders including:
Regulatory agencies: The Environment Agency, English Heritage and Natural England.
Physical infrastructure delivery agencies: highways authority, Highways Agency, utilities companies,
Network Rail, public transport providers.
Social infrastructure delivery agencies: local authority education department, social services,
primary care trust, acute hospital trusts, strategic health authority, the police etc.
Major landowners - including the local authority and government departments and private sector.
Housebuilders, Homes and Communities Agency and other developers.
Annual Monitoring Report
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2.22 The Council is required to monitor annually how effective its policies and proposals are in
meeting the vision in the Core Strategy DPD (when prepared). An Annual Monitoring Report is published
by 31st December each year, and the seventh AMR was published in December 2011.
2.23

The AMR assesses:
Whether the Council is meeting, or is on track to meet, the targets set out in the LDS and, if not,
the reasons why;
The impact DPD policies are having on other targets set at national, regional or local level;
Whether any policies need to be reviewed to meet sustainable development objectives;
What action needs to be taken if policies need to be reviewed.

2.24 As a result of monitoring the Council will consider what changes, if any, need to be made and
will bring forward any such changes through a review of the Local Development Scheme.
2.25 The annual monitoring report will also identify any changes to the Local Development Scheme
that have been made during the year. These changes are only likely to occur where any matter has
arisen during the year that requires action by the Council in advance of producing the next Annual
Monitoring Report.
Community Infrastructure Levy
2.26 The Planning Act 2008 makes provision for local authorities to prepare a Community Infrastructure
Levy for their own areas, which has been supplemented by the CIL Regulations. On the 6th April 2010
The Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (the CIL Regulations) came into force in England
and Wales, which changed the way in which planning obligations can be sought through Section 106
Agreements.
2.27 CIL is a new charging system that can be applied to most forms of development to fund relevant
infrastructure, i.e. infrastructure improvements that support the development of the authority area in
accordance with the Development Plan. The preparation of CIL is not mandatory; however, the CIL
Regulations have deliberately restricted the use of Section 106 planning obligations in order to encourage
Local Authorities to adopt a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).
Other Priorities and Emerging Issues
2.28 The Council has embarked on a number of visioning exercises in the context of its approved
Regeneration Framework, a non-statutory document. It may be that these exercises will generate the
need for further SPDs to be prepared in due course to marry the aspirations of Masterplanning to the
statutory basis of decision making in the Development Plan.
2.29 It is anticipated that a series of Supplementary Planning Documents will follow completion of
the Core Strategy. They will provide specific and more detailed guidance to applicants and ensure that
development contributes to the achievement of the spatial vision of the Core Strategy.
2.30 The need for further Development Plan Documents will be kept under review as work on the
Core Strategy proceeds, and as the new planning system continues to evolve. Other Development
Plan documents may be needed to clarify local requirements and provide additional detail that would
be inappropriate in the Core Strategy.
2.31 It should also be noted that the Localism Act introduced new rights and powers to allow local
communities to prepare 'neighbourhood development plans'. This will allow neighbourhood forums and
parish councils to use new neighbourhood planning powers to establish general planning policies for
the development and use of land in a neighbourhood. These future plans can only be progressed once
the Council has adopted its Core Strategy and they must be in general conformity with national policy
and the Core Strategy. Should there be a request for such plans, this may pose resource implications
in the future.
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2.32 It is also important to note that the evidence base which supports the Core Strategy and future
Development Plan Document production will need to be continually reviewed and updated. This is an
ongoing resource implication.
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3 Context and Supporting Statement
3.1 This statement explains and justifies the approach set out in the Local Development Scheme.
In addition, it explains how resources and the evidence base will be managed across the programme.

Contextual Factors
3.2 Changes to the regulatory and policy framework for LDF production were made during 2009.
The programme for preparation of the Core Strategy needs to be reviewed for this and other reasons.
3.3

The primary factors necessitating a review of the Core Strategy timetable are:
Ensuring alignment between Core Strategy production and the emerging National Planning Policy
Framework (expected to be finalised in April 2012)
The requirement for an Infrastructure Delivery Plan
Delays to the commissioning of a borough-wide MultI-Modal Transport Model and Study
Slippage due to available resources.

3.4 The revised timetable also reflects the amended Pre-Publication stage. Although this stage of
consultation is not required by the statutory regulations, it was considered useful to gather initial public
and stakeholder interest in advance of a more formal and statutory consultation which is planned for
Spring 2012.

Regional Planning Context
3.5 The North West Regional Spatial Strategy was approved in September 2008. The aim of the
RSS strategy is to deliver sustainable development and, in support of this, there are eight core
development principles:
promote sustainable communities
promote sustainable economic development
make the best use of existing resources and infrastructure
manage travel demand, reduce the need to travel, and increase accessibility
marry opportunity and need
promote environmental quality
mainstream rural issues
reduce emissions and adapt to climate change
3.6 The regional centres of Liverpool and Manchester are first priority for growth and development
in the region, followed by the inner areas surrounding them. The town of Warrington is highlighted as
a particular opportunity for growth in the group of towns that comprise the third tier of priority.
3.7 Although RSS acknowledges that Warrington has strong connections with both Liverpool and
Manchester, for policy purposes it is identified as part of the Manchester city region. In the context of
a housing requirement an average annual 380 dwellings is required. Policy MCR6 sets out the policy
framework for the borough.
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In Warrington plans and strategies should:
Support sustainable economic growth in Warrington and its role as a source of employment
for an area including Warrington, Knowsley, Halton, St Helens and Wigan;
Focus development on site which are accessible by public transport, walking and cycling
and accord with policy RDF1, the spatial principles (Policies DP1 - 9), policies W2 and W3
and MCR1, focusing particularly on brownfield sites to ensure no further significant expansion
onto open land;
Support regeneration and restructuring of older urban areas;
Support Warrington's role as a regional transport gateway / interchange;
Support and diversify the rural economy and improve access to services in the rural areas
focusing development in locations which accord with RDF2.

3.8 A partial review of RSS was undertaken in 2009 following recommendations of the RSS Examining
Panel.
3.9

The partial review focused on a limited number of policy issues relating to:
Gypsies and Travellers
Travelling Showpeople
Regional parking standards

3.10 An independent Panel conducted an Examination in Public (EIP) of the draft North West Plan
Partial Review during March 2010 and a Panel Report was completed but not published in the light of
the Secretary of State for Communities & Local Government announcement on 6 July 2010 about the
abolition of Regional Strategies. The Planning Inspectorate have made available the unissued Panel
Report for the North West Partial Review.
3.11 In May 2010, the Coalition Government stated their intention to abolish Regional Spatial
Strategies. The weight that could therefore be given to them in decision making and plan making has
been the subject of a number of legal challenges, creating confusion over their status, and how far any
emerging plan can deviate from the policies set out. In any case, the Localism Act which will officially
abolish the plans has been progressing through the Houses of Parliament and has now received Royal
Assent.

The Evidence Base
3.12

The key elements of the local evidence base that has been established to date include:
The Strategic Housing Market Assessment, incorporating an assessment of the need for affordable
housing (November 2007)
The Strategic Housing Market Assessment update (2009)
The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (2010)
Mid Mersey Strategic Housing Market assessment (2011)
Affordable Housing Viability Assessment (2010)
Cheshire Partnership Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment (2007)
The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Stage 1 update & 2 (September 2011)
Mid Mersey Water Cycle Study (2011)
The Retail & Leisure Study (July 2006)
The Retail & Leisure Study Capacity Assessment update (2009)
Town Centre Health Check (2010)
The Employment Land Review (August 2010)
Local Economic Assessment (2011)
The Open Space Review (December 2006) Update in progress.
Municipal Waste Management Strategy (2009)
Local Development Scheme 2012 Warrington Borough Council
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Infrastructure Capacity Assessment (2010)
Assessment of local feasibility and potential for renewable and low-carbon technologies (phase
1 complete, phase 2 underway)
Landscape Character Assessment (2007)
Habitats Regulations Assessment (2012)
Annual housing and employment development monitoring reports
3.13

The following elements of the evidence base are still being progressed:
Multi-Modal Transport Study (1st report complete, intervention testing underway)
Assessment of existing and potential mineral resources
Waste Needs Assessment

The Sustainable Community Strategy and other External Strategies
3.14 The Sustainable Community Strategy for Warrington, “One Warrington: One Future”, prepared
by Warrington Partnership (The Local Strategic Partnership (LSP)) was published in March 2009.
3.15 The publication of the Borough Portrait was delayed to align this document's production with
the initial stages of the Core Strategy and to facilitate a shared evidence base, amended content, and
a joint consultation programme. This was an important step towards ensuring that the Core Strategy
had regard to the SCS and to ensure that land-use requirements arising from that strategy are addressed.
The vision set out in the SCS is being used as the starting point for the vision of the Core Strategy. It
sets out that: "by 2030 Warrington will be recognised as one of the best places to live and work in the
UK where everyone enjoys an outstanding quality of life."
3.16 The SCS addresses issues that arise from other requirements and policies driven by national
and regional strategies. It will also help to ensure that partners have their plans in place to provide
infrastructure support to development requirements.
3.17 Work is currently underway to replace the SCS with a 'Health & Wellbeing Strategy'. However,
it is understood that this is likely to take forward the principles outlined in the SCS.
3.18 The Council and other agencies also have a number of strategies listed at Appendix 2 that have
spatial planning implications and these have been taken into account in the preparation of the Core
Strategy and other DPDs where necessary, in so far as they accord with the Sustainable Community
Strategy.

Joint Working
3.19 It is not the intention of the Council to set up a joint planning board with neighbouring authorities.
However, the Council has a proven track record of working with neighbouring authorities. The Council
are pleased to have been involved in ongoing discussions throughout the evolution of neighbouring
authorities Local Development Frameworks and have acted upon opportunities to align approaches
to, and on occasion jointly commission, components of the evidence base. Such joint working will
continue as each others respective LDFs are added to or reviewed.
3.20 A review of joint working in Cheshire and Warrington has led to the agreement of a new
architecture of sub-regional partnerships to enable more effective working and co-ordination. This has
created a Sub-Regional Leadership Board, supported by a Sub-Regional Management Team.
Duty to co-operate
3.21 The ‘duty to co-operate’, introduced by the 2011 Localism Act, places a formal requirement on
the Council when preparing a Development Plan Document to engage constructively, actively and on
an ongoing basis with neighbouring local planning authorities and a range of key national and regional
agencies. This list includes the relevant Local Enterprise Partnership, in Warrington's case the Cheshire
and Warrington LEP. The Council have to date proactively engaged with such parties to address any
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potential cross boundary issues of concern emanating from the Core Strategy or wider LDF. This
engagement will continue as the Core Strategy progresses through to adoption as and when deemed
necessary.
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Resources
3.22 The following in-house resources are currently available for preparing local development
documents. The "Full Time Equivalent Resource" shows the current positions within the team whilst
the "Resources at January 2012" shows the filled positions. There are currently no vacant posts within
the team.
Funded Posts

Full Time Equivalent
Resource

Resources at April
2012

Development Services Manager

10%

10%

Urban Policy & Programme Manager

60%

60%

2 x Principal Planning Officers

160%

160%

1 x Senior Planning Officer

80%

80%

1 x Planning Officers

80%

80%

2 x Planning Technicians

100%

100%

Table 1

3.23 It should be noted that the resources available to the Urban Policy & Programmes team were
increased in 2009 as a result of funding secured from the Housing and Planning Delivery Grant which
has allowed secondments of staff from the Development Control team. These posts were secured on
3 year fixed term contracts from May 2009. The increase in resources was a direct recognition of the
need to expediently progress the Core Strategy and other elements of the evidence base and Local
Development Framework.
3.24 This funding stream will no longer be available after May 2012. The department was also recently
restructured to reflect this change in circumstances and this resulted in a reduction of one of the Principal
Planner posts which was replaced by a Senior Planning officer resource. In addition one Planning
Officer post has also been lost. However, it remains that case that there is a need to expediently
progress the Core Strategy to adoption and future work on associated Development Plan Documents.
3.25 The Joint Waste and Minerals DPD is likely to require specialist knowledge and experience
which is not currently available 'in house'. If this situation prevails the Council will, in order to progress
the DPD, need to buy in the relevant support at key stages of the documents production. Additional
consultancy support will also be required to assist officers specifically on technical evidence base
documents. Given resource pressures associated with simultaneously progressing a series of LDD
over the next three years, it may be necessary and beneficial to outsource the entire production of the
Joint Waste and Minerals DPD to experienced consultants. In this scenario the Council would remain
responsible for managing the project but consultants would be tasked with the day-to-day production
of the plan.
3.26 With regards to the Allocations DPD, some resources are available to support the transport
elements of this document from within the Council's Transport Planning team. Similarly, with regards
to the Traveller accommodation elements of the document, support will be available from the Cheshire
and Warrington sub-regional Gypsy and Traveller coordinator, a role which the Council currently part
fund.
3.27 Should the Council seek to implement the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), as set out in
Section 2 of the LDS, this will place significant burdens on staff time. There will be implications in terms
of staffing required to implement and operate CIL. These human resource implications are not yet
quantifiable but it is important to note that in order to introduce CIL, it will need to provide an evidence
base of the quantum and type of infrastructure required and the size of any funding shortfall for this
infrastructure. The Council would then need to formulate a draft CIL charging schedule which would
12
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be subject to consultation with local stakeholders and developers. Following on from this a CIL charging
schedule examination would take place involving independent examination. It is important to note that
this work stream would be in addition to all the other Development plan Documents detailed in the
LDS.
3.28 To summarise, the programme for delivery of the Local Development Framework in so far as
the Core Strategy is concerned will be achieved within existing resources. Production of the Allocations
DPD can also be met through existing resources, as can the review of SPDs, although the Joint Waste
and Minerals DPD is likely to require specialist knowledge and experience which is not currently
available 'in house'. The production of the Joint Waste and Minerals DPD is therefore likely to require
support from experienced consultants for which no budget is currently allocated. It must also be
recognised that resources within Development Services are currently at capacity and in this regard
simultaneously progressing a series of Local Development Documents over the next three years will
be challenging with existing resources.

Programme Management and Responsibilities
3.29

The tables in Section 4 set out the schedules and timetables for LDD production.

3.30

The schedules identify management responsibilities for each area of work. Key contacts are:
Development Services Manager (programme overview, staff & resource management);
Urban Policy and Programme Manager (day to day programme management and work production).

3.31 Progress against the LDS is reported to the Executive Member for Environment and Public
Protection. Fortnightly meetings are held between the Development Services Manager and the Urban
Policy and Programme Manager, and monthly meetings with all Development Plan staff to ensure lines
of communication are working and to review progress. All officers engaged on the project are linked
by email and shared work directories to facilitate team working.

Council Procedures and Reporting Protocols
3.32 Based on the Local Authorities (Functions and Responsibilities) (Amendment) (No. 2) (England)
Regulations 2004 and recognising the Council Constitution and Schemes of Delegation for the Council,
the levels of political responsibility are as follows:
For each Development Plan Document
The approval for the purposes of consultation will be undertaken by The Executive Director
Environment & Regeneration in consultation with the Executive Board and the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee.
Full Council Resolution is required for submission and adoption stages following consideration
by the Executive Board in consultation with the Overview & Scrutiny Committee.
For each Supplementary Planning Document, The Annual Monitoring Report and Local Development
Scheme:
The approval for the purposes of consultation on Supplementary Planning Documents will be
undertaken by The Executive Director Environment & Regeneration in consultation with the
Executive Member for Environment and Public Protection.
A decision of the Executive Board is required for adoption of Supplementary Planning Documents
and the approval of the Annual Monitoring Report and the Local Development Scheme. Such
decisions are likely to be “Key Decisions” as they affect communities in more than two wards and
would be subject to the Council’s Scrutiny Procedure Rules.
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Risk Assessment
3.33

In preparing the Local Development Scheme, the following areas of risk have been identified:
Staff resources. There is only a small team delivering this part of the planning service, and
secondments have occurred at infrequent intervals. This will be managed as far as possible
through current financial budget pressures and the immediate assessment of resource gaps prior
to replacement staff being appointed. Where necessary consideration will be given to short term
appointments or use of agency staff or consultants to fill critical gaps.
Soundness of DPDs. We will minimise this risk by working closely with Planning Advisory Service
and their associated support. The PAS Self-Assessment Toolkit will also be utilised.
Legal Challenge. We will minimise this by ensuring that DPDs are founded on a robust evidence
base and well-audited stakeholder & community engagement processes supported by sound
legal advice.
Programme Slippage. We will minimise the risk by building in some spare capacity for contingency
and will monitor progress to minimise slippage and reallocate resources if appropriate.
External Factors. The Core Strategy is currently being progressed in parallel with the emergence
of the new National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). This will need to be kept under review
to reflect the need to resource both processes and ensure conformity. The new planning system
continues to evolve and new and revised procedures, policy and practice guidance continue to
emerge. While PPS12 simplifies process to a degree, and encourages focus on the Core Strategy,
it also introduces significant new demands notably in relation to infrastructure planning. In addition,
a change to the local administration could also cause delays to future consultation stages.
Unforeseen circumstances. Unforeseen issues and problems can arise through stakeholder
and community involvement and may necessitate a review of timetables. The need to commission
further technical studies before issues can be resolved to inform a subsequent stage of LDD
preparation can also occur.

Strategic Environmental Assessment and Sustainability Appraisal
3.34 The requirements of the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive have been linked
with Regulations covering Sustainability Appraisals. The Habitats Directive now also requires Appropriate
Assessment of Local Development Documents.
3.35 All new plans will be subject to the requirements of these Directives. From this flows the need
for the process of LDD preparation to:
Identify alternatives;
Collect base-line monitoring information;
Predict significant environmental effects more thoroughly;
Secure greater consultation with the public and environmental authorities;
Address and monitor the significant environmental effects of the Development Plan Document;
3.36

As part of the process, the Council will:
Prepare an environmental report on the significant effects of the draft plan document;
Carry out consultation on the draft plan and accompanying environmental report;
Take into account the environmental report and the results of consultation in decision making;
Provide information when the plan is adopted and show how the results of the SEA have been
taken into account.
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3

Monitoring
3.37 The preparation of DPDs and SPDs will be strongly founded on an evidence base consisting
of the reports and studies as referred to above. In addition to regular reviews of the evidence base to
ensure it is kept up to date and relevant, annual monitoring reports relating to both the Local
Development Framework are produced.
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4 The Local Development Scheme
4.1 The following pages set out the Local Development Scheme programme for 2012-2015. Section
4.2 outlines the timetable for key stages for each Local Development Document to be produced and
provides a profile for each document.
4.2 The sequence of stages for the Development Plan Documents and Supplementary Planning
Documents are indicated below:
Development Plan Document

Supplementary Planning Document

Evidence gathering

Evidence Gathering

Consult statutory bodies on Sustainability Assessment
scoping

Screening for Sustainability Appraisal

Evidence base production and informal consultation
Vision & Objectives
Options
Preferred Option

Publication of draft SPD

Publication of Document for Consultation

Consider representations and decide
response

Consider representations

Publish final draft for adoption.

Submission to the Secretary of State
Pre-examination meeting
Start of Examination
Receipt of Inspector's Report
Adoption
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To identify the key sites allocated for
development to meet the requirements of the
Core Strategy,including Gypsy and Traveller and
Travelling Showpeople accommodation; Land
for Transportation Schemes; Detailed land
designations for employment development at
Omega.

Will implement the principles of and identify key
sites to secure sustainable waste management
for all waste streams and assist in the provision
of a steady and sustainable supply of minerals.

Joint Waste and
Minerals DPD

Provides Vision, Objectives and Delivery
Strategy for spatial development of the Borough
(in place of saved UDP Policies) and associated
monitoring framework

Core strategy
DPD

Land
Allocations
DPD

Description

Document &
Status

January 2013

August 2012

January 2006

Pre-Production
/ Start
Preparation

February 2013

September 2012

December 2011 (Final
to support
Pre-Publication Draft)

January 2009
(updated)

September 2007
(initial)

Sustainability
Appraisal Scoping

Schedule of Local Development Documents

Table 2

June - July 2013

November December 2012

December
2001-January
2012

Pre Publication
consultation

December
2013

February
2013

May 2012

Publication

December February 2014

February 2013 March 2013

May 2012-June
2012

Publication
consultation

May 2014

May 2013

September
2012

Submission
to Secretary
of State

June 2014

June 2013

October 2012

Pre-Examination
Meeting

September
2014

July 2013

November
2012

Start of
Examination

February
2015

September
2013

January 2013

Receipt of
Inspector's
Report

March
2015

December
2013

February
2013

Adoption

The Local Development Scheme
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Status

SPD

SPD

SPD

SPD

SPD

Document

Design and Construction

Affordable Housing

Open Space & Recreation

Planning Obligations

House Extension Guidelines

Table 3

To update existing adopted SPG to incorporate updated Core Strategy policy references and
changes to General Permitted Developments Order.

June 2013

June 2013

April 2013

To update existing adopted SPD in order to widen scope to embrace a more holistic Green
Infrastructure approach, incorporate updated Core Strategy policy references, reflect more recent
evidence and respond to changes in National Policy.

To update existing adopted SPD to incorporate updated Core Strategy policy references and
changes to National Policy.

April 2013

April 2013

Publication of Draft SPD

To update existing adopted SPD to incorporate updated Core Strategy policy references and to
reflect revised thresholds and targets, in addition to changes to National Planning and Housing
Policy and legislation.

To update existing adopted SPD which brings together all design considerations in one document;
update Core Strategy policy references and include local car parking standards.

Description

August - October 2013

August - October 2013

June - August 2013

June - August 2013

June - August 2013

Consider representations and
decide response

December 2013

December 2013

September 2013

September 2013

September 2013

Final Draft for adoption

4
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Local Development Document Profiles
Section Profiles of Each Local Development Document:
The Core Strategy
Overview
Role and Subject

Sets out the strategic vision and spatial planning policies within which
development planning and development control decisions are made.
Identifies and allocates strategic sites and areas that are essential to
the delivery of the strategy.

Coverage

Borough wide

Status

Development Plan Document

Conformity

Must be in general conformity with the Regional Spatial Strategy and
National Planning Policy.

Timetable
Pre-production - Evidence base, SA Scoping, Baseline
information
Spatial portrait

January 2006 onwards

September 2007

Identification of Key Issues, development of vision
(background papers)
Consultation on Draft Issues and Options
Informal Consultation on Refined Vision, Objectives
and Options
Appraisal of options

February - September 2008

January 2009
January - February 2010

July-August 2010

Consultation on Employment and Housing Land
Requirements
Consultation on Pre Publication Draft Core Strategy;

November-December 2011

December 2011- January 2012

Draft Sustainability Appraisal and Draft Appropriate
Assessment
Pre Submission Draft Consultation

May - June 2012

Submission to Secretary of State

September 2012
October 2012

Pre-Hearing meeting
Independent Examination begins

November 2012

Receipt of Inspector's report

January 2013

Estimated Date of adoption

February 2013

Post production Monitoring and Review

AMR 31st December, yearly

Local Development Scheme 2012 Warrington Borough Council
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Arrangements
Production

for

Organisational lead

Urban Policy & Programmes Team

Political Management

Executive Member Environment and Public Protection, Assistant Director
for Environment and Public Protection, Development Services Manager.

Internal Resources

Development Services Manager, Urban Policy & Programmes Manager,
Planning Policy Officers, Planning Technicians, Programme Officer, Principal
Solicitor and staff in other parts of the Directorate notably housing and
transport.

External Resources

Barrister (provisional); Delivery agencies and infrastructure providers;
Planning Inspectorate; Consultants as necessary to refresh the evidence
base.

Stakeholder Resources Warrington Partnership
Community
and In accordance with the Council's Statement of Community Involvement and
S t a k e h o l d e r statutory requirements.
Involvement

Allocations Development Plan Document
Overview
Role and Subject

To identify the key sites allocated for development to meet the requirements
of the Core Strategy, including Gypsy and Traveller and Travelling
Showpeople accommodation; Land for Transportation Schemes; Detailed
land use designations for employment development at Omega.

Coverage

Borough wide

Status

Development Plan Document

Conformity

Must be in general conformity with the Regional Spatial Strategy and
National Planning Policy as well as the Core Strategy of the Local
Development Framework.

Timetable
Pre-production - Evidence base, Baseline information
Consultation on Sustainability Appraisal Scoping
Consultation on Scope and Issues
Publication
Publication Consultation
Submission to Secretary of State
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August 2012
September 2012
November - December 2012
February 2013
February 2013 - March 2013
May 2013

The Local Development Scheme
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Timetable
Pre-Hearing meeting

June 2013

Independent Examination begins

July 2013

Receipt of Inspector's report

September 2013

Estimated Date of adoption

December 2013

Post production Monitoring and Review

AMR 31st December, yearly

Arrangements for Production
Organisational lead

Urban Policy & Programmes Team

Political Management

Executive Member Environment and Public Protection, Assistant
Director for Environment and Public Protection, Development
Services Manager.

Internal Resources

Development Services Manager, Urban Policy & Programmes
Manager, Planning Policy Officers, Planning Technicians,
Programme Officer, Principal Solicitor and staff in other parts of the
Directorate notably housing and transport. Cheshire Partnership
Gypsy Traveller Coordinator.

External Resources

Barrister (provisional); Delivery agencies and infrastructure
providers; Planning Inspectorate; Highways Agency. Consultants
as necessary to refresh the evidence base.

Stakeholder Resources

Warrington Partnership

Community and Stakeholder In accordance with the Council's Statement of Community
Involvement
Involvement and statutory requirements.
Joint Waste and Minerals Development Plan Document
Overview
Role
and
Subject

Set out the vision and spatial objectives relating to Waste and Minerals for
Warrington;
Detail how Warrington will meet its contribution to delivering the identified needs
of the area for all waste streams, and the region for all minerals, within
acceptable social, economic and environmental parameters;
Set out how waste management and minerals will be considered alongside
other spatial concerns, recognising the positive contribution waste management
can make to the development of sustainable communities; and recognising the
importance of the prudent use of minerals in preserving natural resource;
Plan for the provision of new waste capacity based on clear policy objectives,
robust analysis of available data and information, and an appraisal of options;
Identify appropriate policy approach to safeguarding new and existing waste
management infrastructure to meet any identified needs as appropriate;
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Overview
Safeguard existing facilities and identify future sites to accommodate further
facilities required for mineral purposes;
Indicate areas where future working of minerals might be sustainable;
Identify Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSAs); and
Set out broad, detailed criteria based and site specific policies for Warrington.
Coverage

Borough wide

Status

Development Plan Document

Conformity

The Joint Waste and Minerals Development Plan Document will be in conformity with
European legislation, National Planning Guidance, the Regional Spatial Strategy for
the North West (for as long as this continues to apply) and the planning authority’s
Core Strategy Development Plan Document. The Joint Waste and Minerals
Development Plan Document will also have regard to Warrington’s Sustainable
Community Strategy and Municipal Waste Strategy.

Timetable
Pre-production - Evidence base, Baseline information
Consultation on Sustainability Appraisal Scoping

January 2013
February 2013

Consultation on Scope and Issues

June - July 2013

Publication

December 2014

Publication Consultation

December - February 2014

Submission to Secretary of State

May 2014

Pre-Hearing meeting

June 2014

Independent Examination begins
Receipt of Inspector's report

September 2014
February 2015

Estimated Date of adoption

March 2015

Post production Monitoring and Review

AMR December, yearly

Arrangements for Production
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Organisational lead

Will be co-ordinated and managed by the Council's Urban Policy
& Programmes Team.

Political Management

Executive Member Environment and Public Protection, Assistant
Director for Environment and Public Protection, Development
Services Manager.
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Arrangements for Production
Internal Resources

Development Services Manager, Urban Policy & Programmes
Manager, Planning Policy Officers, Planning Technicians, Principal
Solicitor and staff in other parts of the Directorate notably Waste
Services.

External Resources

Barrister (provisional); Delivery agencies and infrastructure
providers; Planning Inspectorate; Consultants as necessary to
refresh the evidence base. Programme Officer for the purposes of
the Examination.

Stakeholder Resources

Warrington Partnership

Community and Stakeholder In accordance with the Council's Statement of Community
Involvement
Involvement and statutory requirements.
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Supplementary Planning Documents

Appendix 1 Supplementary Planning Documents
Adopted Supplementary Planning Guidance
Home Extension Guidelines

December 2003

Telecommunications Masts

June 2003

Village Design Statements:
Lymm
Burtonwood
Grappenhall & Thelwall

April 2003
September 2003
September 2003

Adopted Supplementary Planning Documents

24

Affordable Housing

September 2007

Travel Plans

September 2007

Planning Obligations

September 2007

Open Space and Recreation

September 2007

Landscape Design Guidelines

September 2007

Managing the Housing Supply

July 2007

Bridge Street Area

May 2009

Bank Park

October 2010

Design & Construction

October 2010

Warrington Borough Council Local Development Scheme 2012

Related Strategies and Plans

2

Appendix 2 Related Strategies and Plans
Strategies and Plans with Spatial Planning Implications
The Sustainable Community Strategy
Municipal Waste Management Strategy
Regeneration Framework
Town Centre Strategy
Local Transport Plan 3
Transportation Framework
Housing Strategy
Homelessness Strategy
Cultural Strategy
Community Safety Strategy
Leisure Strategy
Air Quality Management Plan -"The Air Around Us"
Biodiversity Action Plan - "Nature Matters"
Climate Change Strategy
Carbon Management Plan
Warrington Flood Risk Management Strategy
Catchment Flood Management Plan
Neighbourhood Plans
Health Inequality Strategy
Public Art Strategy
Strategy for an Ageing Population
Cheshire and Warrington Economic Alliance - "Investing in Success"
Cheshire and Warrington Local Investment Plan 2
Local Economic Assessment
Worklessness Strategy

Local Development Scheme 2012 Warrington Borough Council
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Figure 3.1 Core Strategy Timetable

Programme of Local Development Document Production

Appendix 3 Programme of Local Development Document Production

3
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3

Figure 3.2 Allocations Development Plan Document Timetable

Programme of Local Development Document Production
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Programme of Local Development Document Production

Figure 3.3 Joint Waste and Minerals Development Plan Document Timetable

3
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UDP Saved Policies

4

Appendix 4 UDP Saved Policies
SCHEDULE OF POLICY CHANGES FROM THE ADOPTED WARRINGTON UDP TO THE DRAFT
CORE STRATEGY
The table below lists all of the UDP policies and tracks if they were saved by the Secretary of State
beyond January 2009 or not; what guidance or policy covered the policies that were not saved; what
the saved policies have been replaced by and where policies were not saved if there is a need for
additional policy or guidance. The schedule also illustrates where previous UDP polices are now
covered by national planning guidance or other legislation and identifies if additional SPDs are required
to expand on the existing policy.
The table may give more than one document by which a policy will be replaced - this potentially illustrates
a high level policy in the Core Strategy supported by Development Management Policies, the Allocations
Development Plan Document or further detail set out in Supplementary Planning Documents.

If saved - What covered by
UDP Policy
(Full List)

Current Policy Status (Saved
/ Not Saved)

If not save (PPS/Other
Reference)

If not saved, need for
additional coverage / other
comment

LUT1

Saved

CS2 and CS3

HOU1

Saved

CS2 and SN1

TCD1

Saved

CS2 and SN4

TCD2

Saved

PV4 and CS6

TCD3

Not saved

PPS6

No - covered by CS Policies
SN5, CS1, QE6 and QE7

TCD4

Not saved

PPS6

No - covered by CS Policies
PV5, CS1, QE6, QE7 and QE8

TCD5

Not saved

PPS6 and PPS7

No - covered by CS Policies
SN5, CS1, QE6, QE7 and CC2

TCD6

Saved

CS2 and CS6

EMP1

Saved

CS2 (CS1, QE6, QE7 in part)

EMP2

Saved

CS7

GRN1

Saved

CS2 and CS4

GRN2

Saved

CS1 and QE6

REP1

Saved

CS1 and QE6

REP2

Saved

Covered by NPPF (Para 167)

REP3

Not saved

Covered by saved UDP Policy
LUT1

No - covered by CS Policy CS1

MWA1

Not saved

PPS10

No - covered by CS Policy MP8
(in part) and still covered by
PPS10 (Para 3) until replaced
by National Waste Management
Plan

MWA2

Not saved

PPS10

No - still covered by PPS10
(Para's 21-25) until replaced by
National Waste Management
Plan
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UDP Saved Policies

If saved - What covered by
UDP Policy
(Full List)

30

Current Policy Status (Saved
/ Not Saved)

If not save (PPS/Other
Reference)

If not saved, need for
additional coverage / other
comment

No - covered by CS Policies
MP8, CS1, QE3, QE4, QE5,
QE6, QE7 and NPPF (Para 167)

MWA3

Not saved

PPS7, PPS9 and PPS25

DCS1

Saved

CS1 supported by QE6 and
QE7

SOC1

Saved

CS1, CS6, SN1, SN7 and QE7
(in part)

LUT2

Saved

CS1, CS3 and MP1

LUT3

Saved

CS1, CS3 and MP3
Public footpaths are one
category of Public Rights of
Way that are for walkers only.
Highway authorities have a
duty to assert and protect the
rights of the public to the use
and enjoyment of any right of
way.
S 42 of the 2004 Act:
• Inserts new section 327A into
the 1990 Act which prohibits,
amongst other things, a local
planning authority from
entertaining an application
unless is it accompanied by a
Design and Access
Statement(DAS), where
required.
Circular 01/2006:
• Sets out when a DAS is
required and the issues it
should cover.

No - adequately covered by
other legislation

LUT4

Not saved

LUT5

Saved

CS1, CS3 and MP3 in part

Yes - need to specify cycle
provision requirements in
Parking Standards SPD

LUT6

Saved

Not carried forward

Yes - need to specify motorcycle
provision requirements in
Parking Standards SPD

LUT7

Saved

CS Policies CS1 and MP4

LUT8

Saved

MP6

LUT9

Saved

MP4

LUT10

Saved

MP7

LUT11

Saved

MP7

LUT12

Saved

MP7

LUT13

Not saved

PPS9 and PPG24

No - adequately covered by CS
Policies CS1, QE3, QE5, QE6,
QE7

LUT14

Not saved

PPG13

No - covered by CS Policy MP5

LUT15

Saved

MP3 supported by QE3

LUT16

Saved

MP6

LUT17

Saved

Broadly covered by MP6,
where there is robust evidence
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If saved - What covered by
UDP Policy
(Full List)

Current Policy Status (Saved
/ Not Saved)

If not save (PPS/Other
Reference)

4

If not saved, need for
additional coverage / other
comment

that a scheme is deliverable
(NPPF, Para 94)
No - covered by CS Policies
CS3, QE7 and MP5. Navigation
regulated by MSCC.

LUT18

Not saved

PPG13

LUT19

Saved

MP6

LUT20

Saved

MP1

Yes - need to specify parking
provision requirements in
Parking Standards SPD

LUT21

Saved

MP1

Yes - need to specify parking
provision requirements in
Parking Standards SPD

LUT22

Saved

CS1, QE7 and MP1

Yes - need to specify restricted
mobility parking provision
requirements in Parking
Standards SPD

LUT23

Not saved

No - still adequately covered by
Circular 01/2008 and NPPF

Circular 01/2008

Broadly covered by reference
to public safety in CS Policy
CS1. Also covered by
consultation practice in
Development Management.

LUT24

Saved

LUT25

Not saved

HOU2

Saved

SN1

HOU3

Saved

SN2 (in part), CS1, QE1, QE3,
QE6, QE7

HOU4

Saved

QE3 (in part)

HOU5

Not saved

HOU6

Saved

SN2

HOU7

Saved

CS1 and QE6

HOU8

Saved

CS Policies CS1, QE1, QE6
and QE7.

HOU9

Saved

CS Policies CS1, QE1, QE6,
QE7 and NPPF (Para 144)

HOU10

Saved

NPPF (inappropriate
development)

HOU11

Saved

CS Policies SN1 and QE6 (in
part)

HOU12

Saved

CS Policies SN1 and QE6 (in
part)

No - still adequalely covered by
Circular 01/2007

Circular 02/2007

Yes - Need to produce Green
Infrastructure and Recreation
SPD to support policy.
No - covered by CS Policy SN1
(in part) and the NPPF (Para's
109 and 126)

PPS3 and PPS6

However, need to update House
Extensions Guidelines and/or
Design and Construction SPD
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UDP Saved Policies

If saved - What covered by
UDP Policy
(Full List)

32

Current Policy Status (Saved
/ Not Saved)

If not save (PPS/Other
Reference)

CS Policy QE6 (in part)

If not saved, need for
additional coverage / other
comment

However, need to update House
Extensions Guidelines SPG

HOU13

Saved

HOU14

Not saved

HOU15

Saved

TCD7

Not saved

TCD8

Saved

TCD9

Not saved

TCD10

Saved

TCD11

Not saved

TCD12

Saved

PV6

TCD13

Not saved

Not carried forward

TCD14

Saved

CS Policies CS1, QE7 and
Design and Construction SPD

TCD15

Not saved

PPG15

No - covered in part by CS
Policies CS1 and QE7.

TCD16

Not saved

PPG15

No - covered by Design and
Construction SPD

TCD17

Not saved

PPS6

No - covered by CS Policies
PV5, SN5 and QE6

TCD18

Saved

CS Policies SN6 and PV7

EMP3

Saved

CS Policies CS2 and CS7

EMP4

Saved

PV1

EMP5

Saved

CS8

EMP6

Saved

CS Policies SN6, CS1 and
QE6

EMP7

Not saved

EMP8

Saved

Not carried forward

EMP9

Saved

PV2

EMP10

Saved

CS Policies SN6, CC2, CS1,
QE6 and PV7

GRN3

Saved

CS Policies CC2, CS1 and Q6

GRN4

Saved

CC1

Circular 10/05 and
Householder's Planning Guide
- Antennas (2008)

No - adequately covered by
Circular 10/2005 and CS
Policies CS1, and QE7

SN2

No - covered by CS Policies
CS1, QE7 and Design and
Construction SPD (Shop Front
Design)

PPS1

PPS6

Need to update Affordable
Housing SPD

Not carried forward

No longer necessary to retain

Not carried forward

No - covered by CS Policy PV4

PV5
PPS6

No - covered by CS Policy SN6

No - covered by CS Policies
CS1, PV5 and QE6

No - covered by CS Policy PV7
and NPPF (Para's 81 and 113)

PPS6, PPS7 and PPG2
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No - remaining undeveloped
sites covered by CS Policies
CS8, CS10, TC1 and IW1

UDP Saved Policies

If saved - What covered by
UDP Policy
(Full List)

Current Policy Status (Saved
/ Not Saved)

If not save (PPS/Other
Reference)

GRN5

Saved

CC1

GRN6

Saved

CS Policies CC2, CS1, QE6
and NPPF (Para 145)

4

If not saved, need for
additional coverage / other
comment

May be need for SPD if
"Occupational Dwelling Tests"
currently contained in Annex A
of PPS7 are not contained in
NPPF

GRN7

Not saved

PPG2

GRN8

Saved

NPPF (Para 144, criterion 6)

GRN9

Saved

CS Policies CC2, QE6, QE7
and PV7

GRN10

Saved

QE3

Incorporate criteria into GI and
Recreation SPD

GRN11

Saved

QE3

Incorporate criteria into GI and
Recreation SPD

GRN12

Saved

Not carried forward

No purpose served by retaining
as no significant shortage of
POS and no resources to aquire
land

GRN13

Saved

CS Policies QE3 (in part) and
QE7

GRN14

Not saved

GRN15

Saved

GRN16

Saved

GRN17

Saved

GRN18

Saved

Section 263 of the Public
Health Act 1936

No - covered by CS Policy QE4

CS Policy QE5 and NPPF
(Para's 163 to 170)

Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981 (amended)
The Protection of Badgers Act
1992
The Conservation (Natural
Habitats etc) Regulations 1994
Countryside and Rights of Way
Act 2000

No - adequately covered by
NPPF and other legislation

GRN19

Not saved

GRN20

Saved

CS Policies CS5, QE3 and
QE5

GRN21

Saved

QE5

GRN22

Saved

QE7 (in part)

GRN23

Saved

CS Policies CS5, QE3 and
QE7

GRN24

Saved

CS Policies CS1, QE3 and
QE7, and Design and
Construction SPD

GRN25

Not saved

TPO's, Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990

No - adequately covered by
other legislation
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UDP Saved Policies

If saved - What covered by
UDP Policy
(Full List)

Current Policy Status (Saved
/ Not Saved)

If not save (PPS/Other
Reference)

GRN26

Not saved

Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981 (amended)

No - adequately covered by
other legislation

BH1

Not saved

PPS5

BH2

Not saved

PPS5

BH3

Not saved

PPS5

BH4

Not saved

PPS5

BH5

Saved

BH6

Not saved

PPS5 and Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990

No - adequately covered by CS
Policy QE8, NPPF (Para's 176
to 191) and Design and
Construction SPD (Section 6)

BH7

Not saved

Circular 01/2006, S1 2006,
no.1063

No - adequately covered by
existing legislation

BH8

Saved

BH9

Not saved

BH10

Saved

BH11

Not saved

BH12

Saved

BH13

Saved

BH14

Saved

REP4

Saved

REP5

Saved

REP6

Saved

REP7

Saved

REP8

Saved

REP9

Saved

REP10

Saved

REP11

Saved

REP12

Saved

CS Policies CS1 and QE6 in
broad terms

REP13

Saved

CS Policy CS1 in broad terms

No - adequately covered by CS
Policy QE8, NPPF (Para's 176
to 191) and Design and
Construction SPD (Section 6)

QE8 and the Design and
Construction SPD (Section 6)

QE8 and the Design and
Construction SPD (Section 6)
No - adequately covered by CS
Policy QE8, NPPF (Para's 176
to 191) and Design and
Construction SPD (Section 6)

PPS5

QE8 and the Design and
Construction SPD (Section 6)
No - adequately covered by CS
Policy QE8 and Design and
Construction SPD (Section 6)

PPS5

CS Policies QE8

CS Policies CS1 and QE4

CS Policies CS1 and QE6

34

If not saved, need for
additional coverage / other
comment
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If saved - What covered by
UDP Policy
(Full List)

Current Policy Status (Saved
/ Not Saved)

If not save (PPS/Other
Reference)

If not saved, need for
additional coverage / other
comment

REP14

Saved

REP15

Saved

REP16

Saved

CS Policy QE2 supported by
CS1, QE3, QE5, QE6 and QE7

REP17

Saved

CS Policy QE2 supported by
CS1, QE3, QE5, QE6 and QE7

REP18

Saved

Not carried forward

No longer necessary to retain

MWA4

Saved

Not replaced

Continue to save until replaced
by joint Minerals and Waste
DPD

MWA5

Saved

Not replaced

Continue to save until replaced
by joint Minerals and Waste
DPD

MWA6

Saved

CS Policy MP8, supported by
Policies CS1, QE6, QE7 and,
Design and Construction SPD

MWA7

Not saved

MPG6

Covered in part by CS Policy
MP9. Need to bring forward joint
Waste and Minerals DPD

MWA8

Not saved

PPS10

Covered in part by CS Policy
MP8. Need to bring forward joint
Waste and Minerals DPD

MWA9

Not saved

PPS10

Covered in part by CS Policy
MP8. Need to bring forward joint
Waste and Minerals DPD

MWA10

Not saved

PPG2 and PPS10

Covered by NPPF (Para 145).
Need to bring forward joint
Waste and Minerals DPD

MWA11

Saved

Not replaced

Continue to save until replaced
by joint Minerals and Waste
DPD

MWA12

Saved

Not replaced

Continue to save until replaced
by joint Minerals and Waste
DPD

MWA13

Saved

Not replaced

Continue to save until replaced
by joint Minerals and Waste
DPD

DCS2

Saved

Covered in part by CS Policy
MP10

Need to bring forward IDP/CIL

DCS3

Saved

Covered in part by CS Policy
CS1

Need to bring forward IDP/CIL

DCS4

Not saved

Section 42 of 2004 Act and
Circular 01/2006

No - covered by existing
legislation and existing DM
practice

DCS5

Not saved

PPS1 and Section 42 of 2004
Act

No - covered by CS Policy CS1,
QE7 and Design and
Construction SPD

DCS6

Saved

Covered in part by CS Policy
QE7

4

Need to bring forward
standards/design criteria for
POS/Play areas in GI and
Recreation Provision SPD or

Local Development Scheme 2012 Warrington Borough Council
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UDP Saved Policies

If saved - What covered by
UDP Policy
(Full List)

Current Policy Status (Saved
/ Not Saved)

If not save (PPS/Other
Reference)

If not saved, need for
additional coverage / other
comment

revision to Design and
Construction SPD
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CS Policies CS1, QE7 and
Design and Construction SPD

DCS7

Saved

DCS8

Not saved

DCS9

Saved

DCS10

Not saved

PPS1

No - covered by CS Policy QE7
and the Design and Construction
SPD

DCS11

Not saved

PPG19 and Circular 03/2007

No - covered by CS Policies
CS1, QE6, QE7; Circular
03/2007 and Design and
Construction SPD

DCS12

Not saved

PPS7

No longer necessary to retain

DCS13

Not saved

PPG8 and PPG15

No - covered by CS Policy MP2

DCS14

Not saved

PPS1, PPG2 and PPS7

No - covered by CS Policies
CS1, CS4, QE3, QE5, QE6,
QE7, CC2 and NPPF (Para's
142 to 145)

DCS15

Saved

DCS16

Not saved

No - covered by CS Policy WW1
and Planning Application
99/40635 (Condition 04)

Planning Application 99/40635
(Condition 04)

CS Policy QE7, Design and
Construction SPD and House
Extensions Guidelines

CS Policies CS1 and SN3

PPG14

Warrington Borough Council Local Development Scheme 2012

Need to define sites in Land
Allocations DPD
No - covered by CS Policies
CS1, QE6 and NPPF (Para 171)
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Warrington
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 16 April 2012
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor David Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection

Executive Director :

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Environment and
Regeneration

Report Author:

Paul McHenry, Waste Procurement and Recycling Manager

Contact Details:

Email Address:
pmchenry@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

044/11

Ward Members:

All

TITLE OF REPORT:

Telephone:
01925 442654

AWARD OF CONTRACT FOR COMPOSTING OF
COLLECTED ORGANIC MATERIAL

1.

PURPOSE

1.1

To advise of the outcome of the tender evaluation exercise for the award of
the contract for the treatment of organic materials collected via the authority’s
green bin kerbside service.

1.2

To recommend acceptance of the tender which is believed to offer best value.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

Part 2 of the report (Agenda Item 9) is confidential and not for publication, by
virtue of the fact that it may result in the likely disclosure of exempt information
as defined in Category 3 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The kerbside green bin recycling service has proven tremendously popular
since its introduction across the borough in 2006/2007. It has contributed to a
rise in our waste recycling rate which stood at over 43% in 2010/11.

3.2

Once green waste is collected from kerbsides the organic material has to be
taken to a composting facility to be shredded and then treated in long
windrows, turning the material many times over several weeks to produce a soil
improver and compost. The process takes place in open air [known as an
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‘aerobic’ process]. The current contract is held by a company called
Armstrongs, who are based in Horwich near Bolton, but who operate from a
site within the borough, in Kenyon near Culcheth.
3.3

In recent years, more and more local authorities are providing options for
residents to recycle food waste as part of the collected stream of organic
waste; food waste tends to be the largest proportion of waste thrown away in
the black bin stream [over 35% of collected black bin waste in the borough is
food waste]. The highest performing authorities in England [ie. those with the
highest recycling rates] provide food waste collection and treatment services.
The authority wishes to test the market to see if this option, of co-collecting
food waste with green waste, is affordable. Treating mixed food waste with
green waste, to produce a high quality compost, can be more expensive than
treating green waste alone; this is due to the fact that food waste has to be
treated in sealed vessels at temperature to meet legislation that was created
following the last outbreak of ‘Foot and Mouth’; this type of treatment is known
as ‘anaerobic’. Tendering companies have been asked to provide prices for two
solutions, allowing the authority to make a judgement on value for money and
environmental benefit.
Lot One – treatment of green waste alone
Lot Two – treatment of mixed green waste with food waste.

3.4

A full tender process was therefore undertaken in compliance with the
Council’s Contract Procedure Rules and the Public Contracts Regulations
2006. The procurement process has been completed using the Competitive
Dialogue procedure - Restricted procedure.

4.

TENDER EVALUATION

4.1

A contract notice was published in the Supplement of the Official Journal of the
European Union.

4.2

The Council sent out 14 pre qualification questionnaires, 8 of which were
completed and returned.

4.3

An assessment of each pre-qualification questionnaire was undertaken.
7 organisations were selected and invited to tender.

4.4

During the tender period one company gave notice that they would not be able
to meet criteria set out in the tender and withdrew from the tender process.

4.5

A total of five tenders were submitted on 2 April and have been evaluated in
terms of price and quality; details of submitted tenders are detailed in the Part
Two report. The Price and Quality criteria weightings are shown in the table
below:
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.

Contract Price
60%
Quality – broken down as follows:
40%
The quality score was evaluated using the following weighted
criteria
- Quality of output material
20%
- Quantity of output material
20%
- Markets – security of markets for output material
20%
- Service Management Proposals [including Project
40%
Planning]

4.6

The results of the tender evaluation for the organisations submitting bids for
Lots One and Two are provided in the Part Two report.

4.7

Each Method Statement was scored individually by two members of the
Evaluation Team and an average score was calculated in accordance with the
following table:
Marking scheme
Meets all requirements of the contract in a comprehensive
manner

Marks
80 to 100

Satisfactory response which meets the basic requirements
Satisfactory response with doubts expressed on several
aspects
Indications are that the supplier will meet only some of the
requirements of the contract in a comprehensive manner
Only a small part of the information is deemed to be
satisfactory

60 to 79
40 to 59
21 to 39
Up to 20

4.8

The Evaluation Panel scored tendered submissions in relation to quality.
Details of the scores are highlighted in the Part Two report.

4.9

The submitted prices were entered into the prepared tender evaluation model
and the lowest price submitted was awarded the full 60% of marks available.
Details of the priced submissions will be available in the Part Two report.

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

The current budget for this service is £304,000 per annum. The tendered
prices are specified in Part 2.

6.

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1

There is minimal risk of contract failure. However, the procurement process
and contract documentation provide measures to protect the interests of the
Council.
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7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY

7.1

The contract requires the successful tenderer to comply with its statutory
obligations in terms of equality and diversity legislation.

7.2

Evidence of appropriate equality and diversity policies and relevant staff
training was assessed during the tender evaluation process.

7.3

The application of appropriate equality and diversity policies will be assessed
via regular contract monitoring meetings once the contract commences.

8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

The Council completed a borough-wide public consultation on its waste
Strategy including recycling provision during 2008 which was approved by
Council in 2009.

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

9.1

To ensure better provision of kerbside recycling services across the borough.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

The Executive Board is recommended to award the contract for the supply of
Organic Waste Composting facilities to Tenderer A (as detailed in Part 2 of
this report) for a period of one year from 7 May 2012 to 6 May 2013, with an
option to extend for a further 12 months.

11.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Pre Qualification Questionnaire

Contact for Background Papers:
Name
Paul McHenry
12

E-mail
pmchenry@warrington.gov.uk

Telephone
01925 442654

Clearance Details
Name

Relevant Executive Board Member
SMB
Relevant Executive Director
Solicitor to the Council
S151 Officer
Relevant Assistant Director

Cllr David Keane
Andy Farrall
Tim Date
Lynton Green
David Boyer
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Consulted
Yes
No







Date
Approved
22/03/12
20/03/12
20/03/12
04/04/12
20/03/12
20/03/12

